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··.Rodriquez·.• ·add:tesses
·()burch 's challenges
'

I

;

•

MOSKO

BY COLIN A. MCDERMOTT .
. Contributing Writer
Noted author and theologian
Hans Kiing wii'I be speaking at
Xavier a8 part of the Ethics/·Religion. and Society (E~RS) program. Kung 'wi~I speak in four
different programs· starting on
Sunday, April 14 and ending on
Tuesday, April 16.
The Ethics, Religion and Society theme for this year. is "Justice and the Environment," with
its· implications in globalization.
Former presidential candidate
and political activist Ralph Nader
came to campus earher this semester to address the political as7
pects of globalization, .while
·Kung will tackle its religious implications .. ·
.
Kung was borri in Switzerland
and studied at the Greg()rian Uni. versity in Rome and later studied atthe Institute Catholique and
the Sorbonn•e in Pari~, where· he
received his doctorate.
. Kung was .ordained in 1954,

BY MELISSA
News Features Editor
_Two worlds collided in the. Conaton ·Boardroom on April 4~
·· when His E~cellency Oscar· Car"
dinal Rodriquez spoke about the
challenges facing the Catholic
· Church entering the new millen- .·
. nium, challenges that are'no~lim~
. 'ited to only one part of the 'Yorld,
·but are universal difficulties · ·
needing universal solutions:
Xavi~r students· arid faculty •·
were honored this' past week by
the presence of not: . only
_Rodriquez, ArctJbishop .of .the
Archdiocese of Tegu9igalpa;
Honduras, but. also Daniel E ..
. .·• .
· · .·
.. ··
.·
PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.WEWILLSTAND.O.RG
Pilarczyk, Archbishop ·Of the
His :Excellency Oscar· Cardinal Rodriquez tisited the Conat~~ _
Archdiocese of Cincfonati. . · :
"We are riot here to be served. Boardroom tm April 4 to discuss the challenges facing the
~eceived his Ph.D. in 19S,7, and · We are no.t. here .to be honored. Catholic Church in today's times. ·
obtained a teaching position ii:t
We are, not here to have power," metaphor to describe the c;hurch's. alize that the risen Christ is·
· 1960.'Pope .John XXIII appointed .
Rodriquez saicL "We are here to condition today. He believes the present in every one of us.
him ·an offidal theological adserve." . ·
· · Church is suffering .from cardiac
· Speaking of his. home,.
· viser to the Second Vatican CounOne of the big challenges fac- insufficiency a~.d needs a mis- Rodriquez finds the· biggest illcil.
ing the Church which Rodriquez sionary. pacemaker.
ness in ·Latin America to be corDuring his theological· career,
noted is the lack of missionary
'.'We were born in the Catholic ruption. .
.
·Kung has writtenabout 50 books,
"It is like a cancer, destroying
spirit among.Catholics in North Church with a missionary man·many of whfoh have. created conand South America. Fifty percent date," he said.
·
· our culture," he .said. The only
troversy for·. questionihg the
of the Catholics' in' the wodd. call
Rodriquez then urged every- cure for' the corruption so abunChurch's positions, leading·io the
the Americas home, but the one to asl,c themselves one ques- dant in Latin America is ethics,
.
Holy Office holding hearings
Americas do not have 50 percent tion: Is humanity growing in· bu- and the Catholic Church will pro- ..
over some of them:
· ··
ofthe missionaries; ·
manity?
vide them:
· 1\vo -books that drew attention
"Our. first challenge is to exThe solution to the lack of hu"We need to take ethics riot as
from Church authorities were
amine what we, as members of the . mane treatment of all the world's an ornament of spirituality, but an
Kung's "Structures of ·the
American continent, .can .do. for. citizens is solidarity.. Solidarity is .. esserit~al..component of religion,"
Church," 'and·· "Infallible? An In-.·
the rest of the world,'' he said.
not only a work of charity, .but he .said. .
· ,,
quiry,'; published on th"' 100-year
Rodriquez noted some special concern for-.the common good
_ Rodriquez coricJuded with a
- anniversary of the first Vatican .
Xavier programs that encourage one cannot navigate on his own · call to action for all laypeople of
Council that defined 'the Church
the missionary ·work among because everyone navigates dif- the Catholic Church.
as infallible in 1870.
.
"It is important for the laity o(
young people, especially Xavier's ferent vessels. The road to soliIn 1979, the Church t~ok away
Service Learning programs.
clarity can lead t.o so.lutions for the Church to realize that its work
his ·license to teach Catholic the"Young people are our pond in many of the world problems.
is not dissolved to the hierarchy,"
ology.
.
.
which we swim," he said, speak- · Rodriqu.e:z believes our world Rodriquez said ..
"He said he ·was ashamed for
ing ,.of Xavier students .-both on can only grow. in' solidarity, jus"Together is how, the Catholic
his· Church· that secret inquisition
campus and in Nicaragua. .
tice and peace if we 'carry OUf' Church goes on. We are created
Rodriquez used a medical faith with us everywhere, and re- to know, love and serve God."
· See Kling, page 2-
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BRIEFS Scholarship.~emembers•one,rre~hgnizes,all.•

>Elizabeth Boneau, Editor·

•

>-News Room: 745-3122.
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PUTNAM .

. · JENNIFER

·-o-Associatibn, National Ass'ociation··:
>xunews@hotmail.com ·.
Asst. Campus News Editor
of Student Persorinel·Adininistfa~'
tors and the National Orientation
·
· ·
,This Friday, Xavier's Black Stu- Directors Association .
."b.
L.I .·
sµr~~y
dent Association· (BSA)· will dress
__ The gala will ais_o include Rev'.
What are ypur perceptions and
to· impress as. it hosts the 26th an- · -.Osagyefo U. S_ekou asits keynote
expectations foi: Xavier University
nualAntonio Johnson .Scholarship · ·speaker. Sekou is a faculty memGala., . . · : . .· .
· .
· .·.· her of the Graduate Urban Theo. l~ibrary? Xaviedaculty, staff a~d
students are in~ited to share these· · ·. ·_. Sp~nsored by BSA. ii:t conjuitc~ · logical. Studies .Program at.the
. thi;iuglits through ·a Web~based ..• tion withthe.officeofMu)ti~µltiiraL. S¢ijiinarY. ~o~l'orlium,of l.Jrl>.an.;
survey.
Aff~irs (OMA),. the' scholarship is . PastoraLEducatiQn in Chicago.
The survey is part ofa national awarded to an African-AmedCan ·.-:while. teaching a course on
effort by college and university Ii-. junior for hi.s or her a~ademic ex- preaching in the urban context,
braries to measure the quality of cellence, leadership, contribution he released. his critically aclibrary services and to identify · to BSA and com~unity service. . cl.aimed
work
entitled,·
. best practices. The survey site,
A selection committee com.c "Urba.nsouls.." Sekou is also the
www.survey.libqual.org, will be
posed of faculty, staff and student~ .· co~coordinator of the Democracy
· avai~able for three weeks starting
determines the recipient of the.·.· ActicmProject that sponsored 100
PHOTO COUltresY OF OFFICE OFULTICULTURAL AFFAIRS
April 8.
· award.
. . young poople in attending a train- Janelle. Hines, last year's award recipient;of the Antonio fohnson
When you receive the emailno"
Ms. Kimberlie.L. Goldsberry, , ing institute in response to the Scholarship Award:alcmg with Rev; Thomas Kennealy, SJ.
·::..
directoroftheCenterforCareerand . 2000 elections. It was hosted by
tice of this survey, please take a
i~
the
service
learning
op~ .. St. Andrews Catholic Ch~rch.
pating
few minutes to complete it, or go
leadership Dtwelopment will pre- the Institute of Policy Studies in
portunity
in
Nicaragua
and
will·
.As president of~SA, he emphato the Web site and complete the
side as the mistress of ceremonies. Washington,D.C.
finish
the
seme~ter,
doing
a
sersizeci
the importance of minority
This year;s'four nominees are
survey: In appreciation, four ranGoldsberry's COll)munit)'. end,eav·
vice
project
in
Over
the
Rhine.
·
·
···independence,
strength and develors range from community events Justin Hardy, Ayshah Matthews,
domly selected participants will
president
He
is
also
of
the
Pre~
.
·
opment.
On
his
own, he organized.
receive a$25 giftcertific.ate forthe
andpreseriting for non-profit orga- Ashley Bronson· and Erin
law
spcfoty
arid'sAC
board
mem~
activ.ities
for
Black
Awareness
XU bookstore. .
niiations.
<·
Haskins. ..
.
·
·
.
ber~at~.large
fo~
BSA.
·
·
.
.
·
,
month
in
February,
1976.
How~ver,
Professionally, she is·a member
Hardy, a politiC~ls~ience and
of the American College Personi'tel business. ~ouble major is partici.. M<itthews, business manage- he failed'. to see the ,results' of l)fs
ment major, is ameinber of Delta dedication, as he died Feb. 8,J976
·Sigma Theta sororityJnc~, and is · atthe age of 22. .
. . . ·. .
· · ·.
· The banqµet js in honor anci re- .
:president of BSA;,.
Xiiyier's ROTC Ranger: Club
·:: ~: · Bro~sbn is a:n early childhood · .·_. membrance of his character; devowill host its fourth annual Best
educati on major, .a Wening~r · ·tion and.love for social change'.
Ranger Competition. on Saturday,
. schoiar and co"chair of the AntoHis sister, Regina Milledaid, ,
April 20. · . .
.
.
.
nio Johnson Scholarshsip Gala . '°SchQoI' wa·s his life, it. is a great
Two~person Ranger "buddy
Committee.
.
·honor to h.ave a scholarship· in· his
teams" from surrounding univerHawkins is a psychology ma- riame."
sities will compete in performance
jor and legislative secretary for · Tickets to .the banquet can be
tests, including a lOK (6.2 mile)
BSA.•
·
purchased at 'the Office of
road march or "Ruck Run." Teams
The scholarship these nomi.- Multicultural Affairs on Level 2 of
. will earn points through a total of ·
nees are competing for is in honor. the Gallagher Student Center. and
10 events and those with 1the highand memory of Johnson1 a fo.rmer, at the door Frid_ay night at 6:~9 p.m'. ·
estmarks will be given a head start
Xavier student, who ·began his ..
on the road march:
academic career at Xavier in t 97 t. .
The event will begin at 7 a.m.
1
Johnson majored in Urban
in the Xavier Armory arid all are
.,___..m;....~=:;...;..i
Studies
while participating
in the
. .
.
, . _
: '. .
·
. PHOTO COURTESY OF OFFl.~11, OF MULTICULTURAL AFFAIRS
.
, ,
invited to attend. :For more infor. R_egina Miller,sister to Antonio Johnson ~poke at last year's Gala. ,.. school band an4 being active in
mation, contact RangerCadet Of- ·
·,
ficer in Charge Luke Fis~her at
financial support for an ecumeni~ in these terrible times of conflict," . logue," at 7:30 p.m. at the Schiff
924-5610..
Family Conference Center.·· .·
cal project in Tubingen; Germany, , Giblin said.··
"Dr; Knitter is a world.:.cJass
titled "No World Peace Without
· On Sunday, J{ilng will deliver a
c~ncert
continued from page 1 ·
Peace Between 'Religions;" - ·
talk titled "AQlobalEpic for a New scholar on interreligious dialogue;
St. Vincent de Paul Society is
· Kiing Worked with the Parlia- P~radigm, of.Gl()bat Re!aticms" at·, so this _is really eicciting. ·
processes are· stilibeirig carried out
Lastly,- Kiing will sp~ak in ·
in the 20th century; The th~me· he · · ment· of the. World's Religions to·:" 7:30p;m.-in the-SChiff Family Con~
sponsoring a Charity Concert
. Thursday, April 11, 6-8p.m. on the
explored early:ori was truthfulness . develop a statement; titled "Decla- . ference Center. On. Monday, front' Tuesday's. globalization, class,
· · residential mall .. Live entertainin the· Church, and he goes back to rati~n Toward A Global'Ethic;" His_ 3-4:30 p.m., Kiing will be available which is taught by Knitter; Dr.
ment including the bands, Ten
that theme quite often," Dr. Marie . recent boo_k, "A Global Ethic for· for a question and ans_wer session Jame:; Buchanan, professor; Dr.
James McCann, S.J., professor .of .
Foot Big and Venus Mission will
Giblin, professor ·Of theology and · Global Politics and Economics," in Conaton boardroom.
be provided; Pizza and pop will
director of the E/RS program, said. was published in 1998.
Later thatd.ay, Kling wi!J have a political science; and Dr. Melanie
be available for those who bring a
In the 1980s, Kiing looked be- · · "He wan is to get people talking · · conversation with Dr. I>aul Knitter, Blackwell, PX:<?fessor of ecpnomics ·
clothing/foodjteril or $2 donation.
yond ecumenical dialogue at the about ethics and ·values; both on professor of the theology depilrt- and human resources.
For more information; contact
The event is co-sponsored by SAC.
world and other religions, and has an economic front and. a political ment, in a program titled "StaridFor more information, call Dave
developed the concept of a "glo- front, to get past. ideologies. ·The ing Firnl and Remaining Open: The Giblin at 745-2021.
· Endres at 924-5726
bal ethic." In 1989, Kiing received idea of a global. ethic is inspiring Challenge of Interreligious Dia-

rary

a

ROTC competition

Kiing··

Charity

·

ROTC barbecue ..
"ROTC will sponsor a barb~ci.le
Friday, April 12 at 5 p.m. in. the
Armory. 1\vo hundred steaks, 200
chickens and . l 00. bratwursts will·
be cooking for anyone who wants
to attend. F~r more foformatfon,
· call,Ms. Sackie at 745-1064

·Poetry reading
The Athenaeum release reading
take place tomorrow' in the
Hinkle Hall faculty lounge on the
first floor. For more information,
contact Andy Bonjour at 2212657 ..

will

.Police Notes
.++

+tii&lii I

WWWJB

. April 2; 6:10 p.m. ~A··
student on· the fourth floor of
Kuhlman reported thatsome- ·
orie entered her unlocked
room and removed her purse.
The purse .w~s found.in the
east stairwell with $60 dollars
and credit cards missing.

.t\pril 3,

April 4, · 2:30 a.m. - '
Three students were cited for
underage consumption and disorderly conduct while walking
· back from Soupie's. All subjects
we~e intoxicated. ·,
' ·.- · ·

April

4,.. 7:30 a.m.

·~

Campus Police found three. cars ·
broken. into overnight. 1\vo car~.
were lo'Cated in. the Commons
parking lot and the other was·
in the R-1 lot.

11 a.m. - . A

Norwood resident complained
about a large overnight party on
Hopkins Avenue. Several beer
bottles were thrown at passing
cars. The matter was referred to
Nol'Wood Police.

April 7, 1:45 a.m. 1\vo students were cited when
they were observed µrinating
.
. i~ the R-2. lot~
. _April

April
April 5, 7:55 a.m. - A
student. on. the. 1700 block of
Cleneay reported that someone
had broken out his drivers side
window overnight.

7,

5:18 a.in. -:- .

Campus Police Cited an 18~year
old Brockman' resident for driving under the influence and
wreckless operation· when he
was obser.ved driving through .
the ·north lot at a high rate of
speeci and throwing a cup of beer
from the vehicle. The passenger
was· · cited for underage
_consumptoin.

7, 11:25 p.m. -

Campus Police responded to a
trash can fire in the exterior to .
Kuhlman Hall. Someone had intentionally lit several ~ewspa- ·
pers on fire;

April 7, 4:26 p.m. Campus Police responded to
an ash tray fire on the exterior
of Husman Hall. Someone had
intentionally set several news-.
papers on fire.
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Week educates, reflects on life
BY ELIZABETH BONEAU
Campus News Editor
The annual "Celebrate Life
· Week," sponsored by Students for
Life does not aim to place blame or
point fingers, hilt rather t() e9ucate
students about abortion and its alternatives.
Abortion is the club's primary
concern, though they do address all
life-ending issues such as the death
penalty and euthanasia.
"Abortion is our primary issue
because of its magnitude. There
aren't 4,200 people executed or put
to death every ,day," said senior
John Bachmeyer, secretary of Students for Life.
· Students for Life also placed

4,200 crosses on the academic
mall- each cross symboJizing one
of the 4,200 fetuses aborted every
day.
The crosses, according to the
club members are not intended to
promote guilt or anger, but rather
to inspire quiet reflection.
"Our hope is that the crosses
speak for themselves," Bachmeyer
said.
"They are there to evoke a reaction, but we are certainly not out to
make people feel bad about things
of the past. Our hope is for those
people to heal," Bachmeyer.said.
Pro-life groups are often disliked
and suffer ridicule because of the
attitudes and actions of small, ac-

l
.

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JILL GREEN

Senior Jon Bachmeyer nails one of the 4,200 crosses·
symbolizing the number of fetuses aborted everyday.

tivist pro-life factions who bomb
abortion clinics or
gun down abortion
doctors.
Stµdentsfm: Ljfe
stresses its attitude of
passive resistance
and· reflection. .
"There is the
stigma of crazy prolife radicals, but our
focus is really oriented towards the
women," said sophoc
more
Elise
O'Connell, treasurer
_of Students for Life.
"The pro-choice
movement pays so
much attention to the
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JILL GREEN
choice of a woman to
. have an abortion, but Students for Life join togehter. on the academic mall Monday evening for a
we pay attention to candle light vigil and reflection.
the woman herselfhow the woman does count and
how an abortion would be physically and mentally harmful to her,"
· O'Connell said;
Students for Life not only wants
to prevent future abortions, but to
help those who may have had an ·
· abortion in the pasC ·
"We want to show that abortion
is not the right choice because i.t
does hurt women," O'Connell said.
"We want to rectify that. There
can't be any goodness in .abortion
if so many have been hurt,''.
Susan Gertz of the Woni~n 's Injury Network, speaking today at

7:30 p.m. in Albers 107, will address the increased risk factor of
breast cancer in women who have
abortions. Gertz'stalk will demon~·
strate this new danger of abQrtion,
in addition· to the dangers
associatedated with the acsociated
with the actual procedure itself.
"The fact that women struggle
with abortion, before and after, is
the reason we need to address it,"
Bachmeyer said.
The crosses are intended as ·a
memorial,.but Student Government
Association has requested a panel

discussion for anyone who is inter~
ested in voicing their opinions
about the presence of the crosses.
The discussion; however, will
focus solely on the cross display
itself, riot the abortion debate.
"There's a lesson for everybody
to learn here,'' Bachmeyer said.
"This is our loud way of asking
people to be responsible,'' he said.
"The idea that no one is making
a difference is a big misconception," O'Connell said. .
"It's pretty powerful - people's
lives are changing," she s.aid.

Senior artist expresses self in solo show
BY COLIN A. MCDERMOTT
Contributing Writer
This Friday, April 12, a solo
showing of the artworks.ofsenior .
Karen Fuell will be held in the
CohenArt Gallery from 6 p.m. to 9
pm. Fuell's work, which includes
wood carvings and ceramics, will
be held in two galleries.
Fuell was pleased to learn she .
was having a solo showing, but
concerned about how she would
handle such a responsibility. All senior art majors have a showing of
their work but, in Fuell 's opinion, a
solo showing requires preparation
starting in his or her freshman year.
"I was really excited when I got
it, but at first I was thinking, "Oh
my God, I have to fill two galleries." All artists want their own show,
so it's kind of neat. I think if you
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATIHIS
want a solo show, you have to start
off in your freshman year; it's a lot This piece entitled, Torn, by Senior Karen Fuell can be seen on display in Cohen Art Gallery.
of work - requires a certain GPA Fuell first mapped out drawings on . is about the experiences that .in- "Shelter,'' a wood sculpture, was in- so you have to buckle down," paper for each individual work to spired and underlie her works.
spired from her current relationship.
· ''From my experience, it's al~.
said Fuell.
anticipate how much wood to cut
·u·s about love that I've felt from
Professor Suzanne Chouteau, an and to know where to place the ply- ways interesting what's going on my boyfriend,. who provides shelassociate professor of the art depart" wood to create the desired effect. inside somebody, and I wanted fo ter and gives in·spiration," she says.
ment, has taught Fuell in more than. Each of the drawings are on dis- show that. I try to make them in
As she has made her pieces,
five classes and is impressed with play next to their corresponding positions that go along with that, Fuell feels she has grown as an artfinished work, allowing the viewer too," Fuell said.
her student's work.
ist and recognizes the transitions
"In the variety of courses Karen to understand Fuell's process from
Fu.ell freely admits many of her in her work. A wood sculpture,
has taken with me, from design to conception to finish.
works were inspired from important "Torn,'' uses three figures to demprintmaking to art history, she has
The title of Fuelrs solo ·show- relationships in her life and'the cor- onstrate the emotions associated
excelled in· the versatility, skill, ing is "Containing Layers." On a . responding emotions she· experi- with a divorce. In this work, Fuell
originality, intelligence, and joy · concrete level, the title refers to the enced: "Flying and Falling," a ce- decided to let .the figures' angles
she. brings to every task. I'll miss layers of 3/4-inch plywood Fuell ramic, is a paradoxical piece about continue naturally, whereas she
her,'' Chouteau said.
utilized to make her wood sculp- how one feels like he or she is fly- usually shaped them.
To make her wood sculptures, tures. On an abstract level, the title ing after having fallen in love.
Fuell also has an unfinished

work on display that will be finished the night of the show. It is a
wood sculpture titled "Celebration,'' to celebrate her accomplish. ment.in art, which is.an interactive
work as Fuell has asked her friends
to bring in some small possession
to add to the work to finish it.
Fuell plans to join her aunt and
uncle in Chicago after she graduates.
"I love the art scene in Chicago.
The galleries are great, and I'd like
to go to grad school there, too, in a
year or two," Fuell said.
Her impending graduation and
moving are experiences Fuell has'
anticipated and expressed in her
work. For instance, the wood sculpture "Say Goodbye" visually demonstrates two people, once attached
at the hip, separating.
'Say Goodbye' is my favorite
one. My mom and my sister recently
moved to Atlanta, and I'm graduating soon, so I've got to say bye to
all the people I'm attached at the
hip. te),,-, Fuell said ...
However, Fuell is not too worried about what lies before her in
Chicago. Aside from her upcoming
solo showing, her wood sculptures
"Moving On" and "Nurture the
Color" were on display at a gallery
called The Artery in Newport last
month, and "Clutter" was at
Sidwell's, the coffee shop on
Ludlow Avenue, as well.
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Tipping the scales
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WITH THE NUMBER OF FEMALE FACULTY TENURED. ON THE RISE, HOPE GLEAMS IN THE EYES AND DREAMS OF WOMEN EVERYWHERE
BY MELISSA A. MOSKO

News Fea.tures Editor
The new Gallagher Center is not
the only glass ceiling on campus.
While we hope no one will
break through that one, there is another barrier which needs to be
demolished.
This past month, five faculty
members were promoted to full
professor at the academic assembly for all faculty, and three out of
five of those faculty members were
women.
The five promotions went to Dr.
Kevin Devine of the accounting
department, Dr. Susan Schmid.t of
the nursing department, Dr.
Trudelle Thomas of the English department, Dr. Mary Walker of the
marketing department and Dr.
Timothy White of the political science and sociology department. ·
In order to become a full professor at Xavier, a faculty member
must first have taught at Xavier for
six years and then earn tenure, followed by another five years on staff
and evaluation for full professor.
Those faculty seeking full professorship must assemble adossier,
which is due in November. Then
they are pushed through a series of
interviews and their work scrutinized by the "higher-ups."
The department and its chair
both send letters of majority opinion to the dean who then sends a
recommendation to the Rank and

rience both inside and outside the
classro.om at :Xavier.
"Gender doesn't seem to have
anything to do with it," said
Schmidt, another of the women faculty promoted to full professor. "I
was_ promoted because I deserved
it."
There is no doubt that any of
those promoted to the rank of full
professor deserved it. They are

'~This year I

''!i·

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JACKSON GOODNIGHT

Formal recognition of faculty members recieving promotions, tenure and full professorship took
place on March 11. The long and arduous process of academic life paid off for three women who
·
tipped the scales and broke through the glass ceiling in a male-dominated profession.
Tenure Committee, consisting of
four faculty members and three
deans. The committee then sends a
recommendation to the vice president and then to the president.

- T~e buck doesn't stop there,
however. The Board of Trustees is
entrusted with the final deliberation
and decision.
''This happens every year about
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - this time and is always very significant for the faculty," said Thomas,
one of the women promoted to full
professor. ''This year I think is especially significant because three
women were promoted to full pro.
.
.. f~~~or, br~.11ging th~ gr.~nc;l .to~l 9f ..
full female professors to 15 out of a
- Dr. Susan Schmidt, professor of nursing total full-time faculty of about 250."
According to Thomas, the gen-

"Gender doesn't'seem to have anything to
do with it. I was promoted
·because I deserved it. "

think
is especially
significant because.
three women were
·promoted to full
professor, bringing
. -the grand·totalof
female full professors
. to 15 out ofa total
full time faculty of
about 250."
-

Dr. Trudelle Thomas,

professor of English
der makeup of the Xavier faculty
has been historically male-dominated, especially in the upper ranks.
"Women assume everything is among the most exceptional and
fair," Thomas said. ''Then they run dedicated faculty members Xavier
employs, and. th.ey have taken on
into barriers and are surprised.
''There is a very definite power the task of inspiring young women
structure," Thomas continued, "yet to pursue their dreams in all fields,
it is made invisible. Everyone not just academia.
"I am a researcher, a scholar and
knows it is present."
While some feel. they are forg~ a teacher," said Schmidt. "I do seri_ng . ahead and b~ealdng. b~und .- vice to m:y co.mmunity..because I
aries, which once seemed impen- am a person."
etrable, some faculty feel that gen~
der ~as little impact on their expe-

Xavier Faculty earning rank, tenure, full professorship
Or. Lisa A. Close-Jacob, biology
promotion to associate professor and tenure

Dr. Tara Anne Michels, communication arts .
promotion to associate professor and tenure

·Dr. Susan Schmidt, nursing
promotion to full professor

Dr. Lin Guo, health services administration
promotion to associate professor and tenure

Dr. Brent G. Richardson, education
promotion to associate professor and tenure

Dr. Mary Walker, marketing
promotion to full professor

Dr. Lee B. Hamill, education
promotion to associate professor and tenure

. Dr. Michael Goldwebber, mathematics
tenure

Dr. Timothy White, political science and sociology
promotion to full professor

Dr. Robert W. Hankins, health services admini.stration
promotion to associate professor and tenure ·

Dr. M. Christine Anderson, history
promotion to associate professor

Dr. Jose Maria M~nt~ro, m,odern langu~ge
promotion to associate professor and tenure

Dr.. Keyin _Devine, ac~ountjrg.
promotion to full professor

Dr. Trudelle Thomas, English
·· promotion to full professor

"/count him braver who overcomes his desires·
than him who conque~s:his'eii'eriiles;
for the. hardest victofY 'isthe victoiy over self.;'
..

,,/,

Aristotle
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Tension rjses between Israel, U.S.
BY WARREN P. STROBEL AND
DAVID MONTGOMERY
Knight Ridder Newspapers.

Bethlehem and Jenin.
Since last Thursday, Bush has
been calling with increasing urgency for Sharon to halt the offensive, which has prompted mas~
sive protests in many Arab coun- .·
fries and threatened U.S. relations
. with.its Arab allies.

JERUSALEM - Growing tensions between the United States and
ISrael broke into public view Monday, as President Bush demanded in
the strongest terms yet that Israel reverse its 11-day.:old offensive into
Palestinian areas and. ease its siege
of Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat.
. Bush's message, delivered in· a,
public statement and privately by
U.S. Middle East envoy Anthony
Zinni, appeared. to have some effect•
late Monday.
·
Israel reportedly allowed the besieged Palestinian leader to meet
- President Bush,
with top aides for the first time in
weeks to discuss U.S. proposals for a
cease-fire. In ~ddition, Israeli troops
reportedly were preparing at least a
symbolic withdrawal from two West
Some members .of Sharon's diBank cities, Qalqiliya and Tulkarem, vided government say they pre.:
where their operations were largely fer a quick halt. Others appear to
complete..
have interpreted the president's
But Israeli Prime Minister Ariel · warning as a green light to pursue
Sharon, in a lengthy address to the offensive until Secretary of
Israel's parliament, the Knesset, made State Colin Powell arrives here at
no promise as to when the offensive week's end.
in other parts of the West Bank would
With Powell en route on a misend. He also virtually ruled out Arafat sion to engineer a cease-fire and a
a's a future negotiating partner, say- return to Israeli-Palestinian negoing he presides over an "organized tiations, Bush on Monday
bureaucracy of murder."
sounded annoyed that his requests
Even when the offensive is com- - including a weekend phone
plete, Sharon said, Israeli troops will call to Sharon - have been··igremain in "buffer zones" between Is- '. nored. .
rael and Palestinian areas to prevent
'"I meant what I said tel' the
a potential new wave of terrorist at- prime minister of Israel. I expect
tacks against Israeli ~itizens.
there to be withdrawal without
Gun battles continued between delay," the president said during
Palestinian gunmen and Israeli forces a stop in Knoxville, Tenn.
pursuing suspected terrorists; espeHe had a similar message for
cially in the West Bank cities of Arab leaders Powell is meeting be-

'7 meant what I·
said I expect there
to ·be. withdrawal
without delay. "

Smoke rises from buildings in the West Bank city of Nablus following an Israeli missile
strike on Sunday.
fore arriving in Israel. "I also meant
what I said to the Arab world, that
in order for there to be peace, na· tions must stand up, leaders must
stand up, and condemn teFForism,
terrorist activity ..'. There is a mutual responsibility to achieve peace,
and it's going to require leadership
on both sides,"
The United States, which has
given Sharon broad support for
most of Bush's tenure in office, ap-

pears on a collision course with the ian guerrillas in Lebanon in 1982
- left little doubt Monday that he
Israeli leader on several fronts.
The Bush administration, while is looking for other negotiating
deeply disappointed with Arafat . · partners.
and evidence that he· had personal
Palestinians rejected Sharon's
knowledge of terrorist attacks on. proposed approach.
Israel, does not yet appear ready to
Samir Rantisi; a spokesman for
cut him out completely from Is- Arafat's quasi-government, said
raeli-Palestinian negotiations.
Sharon is under an "illusion" if he
But Sharon -who has said he thinks "he can structure any kind
wished he had killed Arafat after he of a peace with theArab leaders and
led Israeli troops against Palestin- · bypass the Palestinian leadership."

Powell begins· peacemaking mission
MUST FACE SKEPTICISM FROM BOTH ISRAELIS, PALESTINIANS ABOUT AMERICA'S MOTIVES DURING TEN DAY· TRIP
Powell's visit "comes after pres- the US has been, he said.
Bush also demanded last week more skeptical about Powell.
Many view Washington's sud- sure from theArab world thatAmeriIsrael increasingly views the
that P~lestinian leader Yasser
Knight Ridder Newspapers
Arafat, surrounded by Israeli den alarm over the Israeli-Palestin- can interests in the region could be military operation as a resounding
tanks in his Ramallah compound, ian conflict not as empathy for their affected by those angry Arabs," said success, having uncovered what it
JERUSALEM - Secretary of issue a public statement in Arabic position, but as a reaction to pres- Ismail Abu Shanab, a political calls a "terrorist infrastructure" of
State Colin Powell begins a pei,tce- calling for an e'1d to terroris~ at~ sur.e on th,e W11ite .:I:Iouse from the . . leader of Hamas,. ~he Islamic resis- . person'1el, money a,nd weapons a1.1.d
lance movement, in the Gaza Strip. having stopped, at least tempomaking mission this week to the tacks on Israel. No such statement United States' Arab allies.
"So, Colin Powell is coming as rarily, the near-daily suicide bombMiddle East, where he will confront has yet been forthcoming.
a public relations exercise," Shanab ings that were killing large numBoth sides appear to be withskepticism from both Israelis and
bers of Israeli civilians.
said in an interview Sunday.
Palestinians that Washington's sud- holding possible concessions unPowell himself tempered expecSharon convened his Cabinet on
den urgency to end the bloodshed til Powell arrives. The secretary
tations for his trip in a series of tele- Sunday to discuss the campaign. A
of state left Sunday and is schedwill actually make a differ~nce.
vision interviews Sunday.
communique issued afterward made
After watching for 15 months as uled to stop in other Arab world
He told Fox News Sunday that no mention of U.S. demands for a
the Bush administration took tenta- capitals before heading to Israel.
he hopes to start a dialogue between halt.
But to get Sharon and Arafat
tive steps that failed to stop the spithe two sides and would be "abso-·
Israeli army Major General Dan
ral of violence and mistrust, many to change their basic calculations,
lutely delighted and very pleased Hare! told a press briefing that the
on both sides remain unconvinced Powell will have to apply more
to get a cease-fire in place in the Israel Defense Forces could not
that Powell and President Bush are than rhetorical pressure, accordnot-too-distant· future."
complete the operation before
ready to spend more political capi- ing to Israeli, Palestinian and U.S.
tal this time.
But that is not going to happen Powell arrives.
analysts.
"It's not yet Clear to me, quite
in a day or a week, he said.
Powell's first order of business is
"We won't be able to finish the
The secretary of state would not job, period," Harer said. "It takes
to convince Israeli ~ime Minister frankly, to what extent the adinin1
Ariel Sharon to reverse Israel's mas- istration has decided to d_irty its
- Israeli strategic analyst predict when Israel would comply time."
with Bush's call on Sharon to withsive, 10-day-old incursion into Pal- hands resolving our conflict:' said
YossiAlpher draw "without delay" from Palesestinian-controlled areas of the West Yossi Alpher, an independent Istinian areas.
Bank to root out terro~ists. Sharon,· raeli strategic analyst.
"We hope it will not be ignored,
ignoring increasingly insistent pleas
"It's not clear to what extent
from Bush, appears intent on accel- he is prepared io presstire both
I am quite sure it will not be igerating ..Operation Defensive. .sides," Alpher said.:
·Those· governmentS; especially · noted," Powen· said on NBC's · ·
Palestinians; who view the · Egypt and Jordan, are grappling · "Meet the Press." Bush cannot give
Shield" to get as much done as possible before Powell arrives at week's Bush administration as biased in with massive street demonstrations orders to Sharon, but the Israeli
end.
favor of Israel, are perhaps even against Israel's actions.
leader knows what a good fri.end
BY WARREN P. STROBEL AND
KEVIN MURPHY .

'1t's not clear to
me, quite frankly, to
what extent the
administration has
decided to dir'ty its
hands resolving our
con,n·
,,zct.."
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Pick up an- applicatiqn from:
. The SGA Offices (Gallagher Center 2nd Floor)
. The Information Desk
.. The Dorthy Day Hopse
. The Office of Multicultural Affairs
Applications are due in the marked envelopes no later than 5 :OOpm
on Friday, April 19, _2001. ?'s call Michael McBride afx3345.

Get Ahead this Summer
Get to
•

U.rsuline College
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OF OUR SHORT SUMMMER SESSIONS
.•
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•

RECEIVE

personal

ATTENTION

IN

SMALL CLASSES

2550 Lander Rd,

Pepper Pike, Ohio
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RA Appreci·a.tion Day • Wednes·d·ay, April 10th·, 2002
• KristinBellemari • Keith Hammersmith • Lucy Voegele • Dawn Maddux
• Ayisha Marawi •
.
Todd Allgeyer .•~ Anthony McDavid •Blake Barnett• Kristen Habash·· Meghan Fahey• ·.
Jenna Dirr • Laurann Gross • Akil Hardy ··Katie Newman • Meagan Quick • Keith "Chip" Murray •
Vince Spiert ·• Eliz~beth End• Sheila Duffy.• ·Erin Haskins• Amy Joh·nson •Patrick Walz•
.

'·

.

I

Thank An

•

• Sarah Ryan • Sharon Auerni~ • John Houser • Pete Dowiatt • Samantha Murray •
Candice Germany• Jeff Callis• Cory Mehl• Allison.~eigh • M~rissa Delahostria • AJ Jaynes•
. . Kevin Gravett • ~ichael Sieve • Tami Harden • Molly Boehringer • Stephen Metzger • ·
Brigid Molloy • Katie Meyer • Cirita Johnson • Trisha Rieskamp • Liz Otto • Mehrdad Safavian
•Andy Owsiak ~ Mara Gibson •Angie Longmeier •Tamara Brummer• ·

RA Appreciation .Day.• Wednesday, April.10th., 2002.

Milano
Earn a Master of Science degree in:
•
•
•
e,
•
,.·

..

Urban Policy Analysis and Management
Human Resources Management
Nonprofit Management
Health Services Management ·and Policy
Organizational Change Management

Ph.D. degree:
• Public 6 Urban Policy
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Baseball blues

Major League Baseball has actually be fun. Yankees fans run
screwed up. No longer can we take the risk of being unpatriotic if they
ourselves "out to the ballgame and · do not chant with their fellow
buy us some peanuts and cracker "brothers" in Red Sox hats "USA!
jack." We now go to wait through USA! USA!" And for those of you
six and a half pointless innings un- who are either a Yankees fan or a
til we can join with God to "Bless Boston fan, know this goes against
America." Sound crazy? Well, we the intense rivalry you keep close
think so, too.
to your hearts.
During the
Also seemseventh inning
ingly not constretch at baseball
sidered is the fact
games, the tradithat many of the
tion al
·song,
players
and
"Take Me Out to
some fans are not
the Ball Game" is
even American
citizens, espebeing replaced
with a sad, tearcially the two
jerking rendition
(for the time beof "God ·Bless
ing' at least) CaAmerica" sung ----~--------- nadian teams.
by celebrities,
Bad things
survivors of the attacks, armed ser- happen in their countries too, so ,
vice personel, etc.
perhaps we need to dedicate an inNo longer is baseball America's ning to each and f~rther turn the
pastime, it is now America's daily game into a prayer service. And
let's not even, as good Americans,
memorial service to Sept. I I.
Following last year's attacks, consider for a moment that not all
MLB chose to make the tribute af- , baseball fans necessarily want God
ter every game as their way to show to bless America.
patriotism and solidarity.
HowWe caution MLB not to get
ever, to continue it into a new sea- caught up in tear-jerking tributes
son only bastardizes the song and in order to perhaps generate more
its meaning, and threatens to very ticket sales, while desensitizing
easily tum patriotism into jingoism. fans and players alike to the real
Major League Baseball should meaning behind a pa~iotic song.
And we caution the fans out
have sent the message to the terrorists that we have .begun a new sea- there not to get caught in the trap
son - both in baseball and in life. of perceived political correctness
Instead, they have chosen to send and extremist nationalism, as it
the message, "Hey, you've won, we may cheapen our experiences of pahave changed our lives." ·
triotism in the future when it ·Will·
We now run the risk of being really matter.
criticized if we want to ·simply have
On Sept. 11, 2002, will we still
a few beers and ~ing a fun and en- be able to feel sadness and
tertaining song - we now are be- patritoism when we hear "God
ing bad Americans if we suggest Bless America?" The person with
that we want leisure activit~es to season tickets may not.

''No longer is
baseball America's
pastime, it is now
America's daily
memorial service to
Sep t. 11. "
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A woman of vision
Since the execution of John stayed on the New York Times
Byrd ha~
made
the death
penalty
a bestseller list for eight months and
. .
1,.\
.
.
hot issue on campus and in the was made into ari award-winning
area, it was disappointing not to see film featuring Susan Sarandon. It
more Xavier students come see Sr. is now being transformed into an
Helen Prejean, the author of Dead opera which will be performed in
Man Walking, speak downtown.
Cincinnati over the summer.
Prejean used to work in Cincinnati, recalling her work with the
poor in Over-the-Rhine as one of
her first hands-on experiences with
.poverty that taught her humility.
"There is a whole other group ·
of people that live on the other side
of the tapestry of American
dreams," she said.
;She recounted·how she was fasttalked into being a pen pal with a
man on death row and how she continued to write and eventually visit
him over the following two years.
We learned how she became his
spiritual adviser and helped his
"Dead Man Walking, in any
faith blossom.
form, touches an eclectic group of
She rec.ailed going to watch his people," she said. Prejean stressed
execution even though he pleaded the quest for redemption in her
her not to come. "There is no way book, what she explained to be the
that this man is going to die with- integral part of her story. The book
out a Hying face," she had said.
shows the suffering of the victim's
After continuing to work with families, the .inmate's family and
death row inmates and counseling how she was being stretched bethem spiritually before death, tween the two.
Prejean realized it was time to tell
She explained in this world we
a story - her story.
need a "search light," but are only
Her book, Dead Man Walking, · granted something more like a "pen

''Prejean stressed
the quest for
redemption in her
book, what she·
explained to -be the
integral part ofher
story. "

light" to see. "This deep ambivalence between compassion and revenge," she explained, "is an inward battle that we must resolve."
Capital punishment is not an
easy thing to take a stand on and
takes inner reflection and a Jot of
research before you can begin to
believe either view is right.
When the opera came up,
Prejean smiled and was happy to
talk about the upcoming performances: "William Faulkner said,
'The only thing worth writing
about is the .conflict in the human
heart.' This opera will take the audience. on· a journey."
The journey she speaks of is
our own personal trip inside our
beliefs and· value system - dissecting how we make judgments
and how our morals and values
came to be. Most of all, it could
be about forgiveness.
The opera "Dead Man Walking" will be performed by the Cincinnati Opera on July 11", 13 and
19. For more information, visit
their
Web
site,
www.cincinnatiopera.com.

-

Chuck Sambuchino
Class of '03
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Commons parking lot unsafe.
.

.

.

.

.

. .. .

.

-

.

.

I have a story for you, and a per- ''Thrine;we think your car has been because I thought, like many other
sonal comfuentary, ifyou'would be broken_ into."
.
students might, "Who in their right
so kind as to listen. I apologize if I·
Well,. looking out my bedroom · mind· would break into a car in a
get wordy - I'm frustrated/and window onto the scene, l thought, well~lit lot.so close to the building
you'll understand why.
"No crap, Sherlock, there's glass when anyone could hear?"), But I
. Each week I open The Newswire . everywhere and the wfodow in my · am disappointed _to know that it
and read the Police Notes, and each car is missing. Th~re's no 'think- wasn't uritil at least two hours later
week I see that one more car on cain- ing' about it."
(and possibly up to four and a half
pus has been broken into and one
And then, while surveying the. hours later) the damage was di.scovmore poor sap has had his or her damage outside, an officer asked ered, and that.it wasn't evenfound
personal belongings· Jifted right me, "Was your window like this by our security. There is sometliing
out from u_nder his or her eyes._ i . when you went to bed?" Well, of wrong with that.
.
think, "Wow, sucks to be, you." cou~se it was! It was an attemp't at. . .I'm not sure ho~ well the Com~
Well, this week, in front of the en- · ·1~ve abstract art. Sheesh. What dis- mons lot is patrolled, but it certire campus, I eat my words .. This turbs me even m.ore is, I discove.red tainly requires more:attentim~.after
week, it sucks to be me.
today, Campus Police did not even this. incident. I do n_ot want any
Between 2 a.m. and 7 a,m. . discover the damage, but instead a other students to suffer my fate be\Vednesday morning, my car was considerate student (thank you, cause the security in the lot is pabroken into, . embarrassingly you know who you are) reported thetic.
.
enough, right outside my first floor it.
Maybe it's time, after reading
. room in the Commons lot.The thief
about all the thefts and break-ins
or thieves tried to wedge my win·
on campus, Xavier invests .in sur. dow open and failing, either purvemane:e cameras in the lots, and if
· . p6sely ·or accidentally destroyed
·we have some already, maybe we
my passenger. w_indow, shattering
t.
should invest in more. Students caµ
. it into a billion pieces.
push"the emergency· but.tons to get'
My dashboard was ripped apart,
help, but our cars can) (and rieiand my stereo'was messily removed
ther can my wallet .when I need to
(apparently my map of CincinnatL
shell out $900 for repairs). As. I
have fou~~· I suppose none _of the
wasn.'t to their liking, though; they
'left that on my floor). There was
parking lots are safe anymore.
1J
$900 in damage done t~ the car. I . S
Sol Musketeers, learn from me
need a new window, new dash-.
a,nd the rest those students in the
bbard, new stereo, to bend my wint.
pnor
Police Note~ who have suffered
8.~3
a~
·some personal violation: Keep your ·
dow back into original shape, as .
well as parts and labor. I don't know
car doors locked, keep your car
aboutyou,butljustdon'thavethat
alarmed and, if possible, remove
· kind of money sitting around.
your stereos at pight. There are
· OK, I realize this person or perSo I ask, where was <;ampus people crazy enough out there to
sons, for some reason, needed the Police during this five-hour pe- take your belongings right out from
stereo more than I did. I accept that, riod? I am not raising accusations . µ_oder youi; nose. If you're lucky,
and the stereo can be replaced. that the cops are not doing, their· maybe you'll find out about the
What bothers me most is realizing job - I realize they are in charge damage the next day from Cai;npus
this theft took place i.mder my own of the entire campus, 24-7, and that Police. But then again, you may
nose, in a well-lit parking lot, in a it is quite possible they had just not find out for a while, if those at
place where someone should have finished their. rounds in the park- xlOOO aren't stressing thorough. noticed the damage prior to 8:30 ing lot w_hen the theft took place,
ness on your unfortunate day.
Thefre not fully responsible for
_ Thrine Kane
a.m. But instead, I received a phone
call from Campus Police saying the crime (in fact, I'.m responsible
Class of '03

"What bothers me .
l
h
most is rea izing is .
theft. took place under
my OWn nose.... in a ·
place where SO'f!leone
h
h
d
OUta ave notice
h d
' .
e amage
to
0 m. "

of

..

Time is ticking away ... send in your ·~pinion
·before -it's -too late•.
opednewswir~@hotmail.com
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Active participation may end unrest·
.

. .·

.

.

.

.

.

LENA DAVIE
·performed and applied accordingly manipulated by government of- says despite what the document D~ily; people. are. struggling to be .
Opinions and Editorials Editor
. throughout the city. I, believe this . fices and representatives in order states about racial. profiling, it is heard and daily, another person is
· A year after the shooting of written document will appear as to meet personal wants and desires. non-existent in Cincinnati.
. profiled senselessly. Written documents. are. not. the . solution. to .the
Timothy Thomas and the riots that merely a framed· document in city Therefore, how can this document,
· problein' _;_ the solution lies within
followed, reforms and settlements. hall to produce a fa~ade to th'e pub, for'.· a single city, · reform
are in the air to end the civil war lie as an attempt at unity.
Cincinnati's.discrepancies without·
.the people actirig upon the will of .
that exists in Cincinnati.
Historically, written documents bias or manipulation pn behalf of
the document in order to solve the.
Themajorplayersiri this war~ have always been used, to establish the_ participating parties?
problem.
the Cincinnati Police force and Af- ' order or peace among dispersing
· This -does not mean begin a rio!,
Ill fact, some who have already
rican-Americans. However, realis- .·parties; Most of these documents signed the document and agreed to
march· or rally. This means to hear
· atld'then act iit ·a: positive lnaiiner:·1·
tically the"fight is betw.eeri araciillly .are legally. bindiiig; however.~ ~ey its .rules still ha:vtftheit own stipu:am asking my fello~ citizens not to
divided city that fails to act upon ·can be .changed,. manipulated or lations and misconceptions of the
what they say and/or.write as bind- ignored.
.
whole view. The Black United
·be ignorant iri the issues· wounding
Front who purposed the lawsuit a
the heart of Cincinnati, but rather
ing legislation.
aide in the healing of this city.
Last week, the racial profiling
month before the shooting and riots still upholds its boycott against
our ignorance adds more blood.
lawsuit against the Cincinnati Po~hin
to
the
line of segregation that lies in
lice force was settled in hopes of
realist~cally
any famous African-American
coming
to
the
city
until
economic
the
streets
of Cincinnati, including
progression. The lawsuit mandates
here
on
campus~
Now is the time to
the ·creation of an independent
betw~en
·wdes of African-Americans are al.
·
·
be
informed
and
become an active
leviated.
agency to investigate complaints
However,·
the
boycott
still
reparticipant in the progression of this
against the police, reform police
city, rather than its regression ..
procedures and recommend tightmains after signing the lawsuit for
W.
racial profiling; . After boycotting
· Both of these parties seem to
Words can only address issues;
. ened policies of the use of force; to
enhance training and improve
for more than a year, how will Afri- have underlying disagreements. positive and constructive actions
can-Americans gain economic sue- Yet, they are covering it up with a solve those issues.· 1t is up to us as
record keeping. Yet, the question
still·remains: Is it possible forCincess when they ask people who written document to publicly citizens to enforce the laws' progresvery well may be profiting the city inend Cincinnati's wounds, all the sion, in order to lose the n1;1tional
cinnati to progress with this new.
·economically and intellectually . while secretly drawing a thin red view of a city in constant uQrest, and
legislation?
For example, the U.S. Constitu- not come to Cincinnati?
line of hatred and ignorance.
·to prove a city ofrest with active .
While many of us believe the .
All the while, the Cincinnati
This is the line of blood shed participation.
end of tensions lies in written leg- tion, the inost notewo"rthy legal
islations, the facti-emains new poli- document of this nation, not. only ·Police force, which signed the despite writti;:n words and agreecies and terms will not exist unless has amendments but has alsci been d~cument agreeing to the reforms,. - men ts. Daily, people are killed .

''Jii.
owever,
the fight .
is
a racially
. divided ciry that fails
.
h h
to act upon at t. .ey ·
.say and/or U!'rite as , .
binding legislation. "

•

.
''Yet, they ·are
. covering it up. with a .
written document to
publicljnnend
Cincinnati's wounds,··
all the while secretly
drawing
red
line ofhatred and.
.
ignorance
.."

a

CRQY!N.
STUDENT HOUSING CORP.

...
AVAILABLE SUMMER/ FALL 2002
TEN MINUTE
WALK TO CAMPUS
BRAND NEW POOL TABLE IN BASEMENT
6

BDRM HOUSE ON HUDSON $300 EACH .PERSON- IF LEASED BY 6 OCCUPANTS

RELAXINGF~ONTPORCHLARGEBACKYARD
RENTAL OFFICE LOCATED
AT 1750 CLENEAY
731-2800 OR 615-4091

'.,':
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·Kenwood Towne Centre
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. GRA6WATION. IS APPROACHING!
MAKEYOUR RESERVATIONS NOW AT THE AREA'S NEWEST
AND ONLY ALL SUITES HOTEL!
SUITES AT XAVIER SPECIAL RATE ·STILL AVAILABCE

$75 I $85
Built ·in 2001, our hotel teatures:
Complimentary Continental Breakfast
Fitness Center ·
·Business· Center
.
·Concierge Service
Superior studio suites with Queen o"rtwo Double beds·
. One bedroom suites with King bed
.· In-Room Kitchens or Kitchenettes
.

.

'·/~l·
.

Complimentary In-Room High Speed_.Internet ·

. RESERVATIONS: 513-936""0525
Located at Exit 12:
:i~oo East Galbraith Road on back side of Kenwood Towne Cen. ·e

------·--------------------'

It's.all about
the Hamiltons.

Forget Benjamin, we can't pay that much. But, The
. Xavier Newswire.· can. give ·you experience and some
coin for ·yo·ur :pocket. A few p,ositions are~ still open, so
email ns at· newswire@xavier.xu.e·du
•

'

f

'•

•

•
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BRIEFS.
>Matt Miller, Editor

>Sports Desk: 745-2878 ·
>XUSPORTS@HOTMAIL.COM

Golf finishes·
. eighth
The XU men's golf team
placed eighth at last weekend's
Marshall Invitational. The Musketeers finished the three rounds
with a 4~-over 897.
Toledo, the No. 11 team in the
country, won the tournament
with a 25-over 877 ..
Freshman Neal· Grusczynski
led Xavier by shooting a 10-over
223 to tie for 18th overall. He
also posted the lowest single
round score forthe Muskies with·
an opening round one-over par
72.
In recognition of his performance, the first~year golfer was
honored with his third consecutive Rookie-of-the-Week award.
_ . Sophomore Miles Maillet
shot a two-over par 73 on Saturday to finish in a tfofor 31st ~itli.
a225.
Juniors Tim Smith and Bryon
Harger were among a group of
golfers tied for.55th with a 229.
Sophomore Matt Makinson
tied for 62nd with a score of 250.
Xavier will be idle next weekend before playing to defend its
Atlantic 10 title on April 18-20.
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Tennis teains fall to GW
Men hope to reboU:rtdfrom pair of losses. at A-1 Os this week
~

BY ABBY LEE
Sports Writer

While the women's tennis team
went2-1 on the week, the men's
team had its five-game winning
_streak snapped byButler. The men
also lost to conference rival
George Washington. •
LastWednesday, the women's
teams started offApril with a strong
win against Wright State University.
In singles, sophomore Kate
.. Weightman didn't lose a game on
her way to a 6-0, 6-0 victory. ·
Weightman 's doubles partner,
senior Emily Senich, played·a·
competitive match, winning in a
tie-breaker to decide the match.
Senich a11d Weightman went on t<?
win their.doubles.match at th!! No..
1 ·spot. ·
.
Freshmen -Lauren Clary and
Stephanie Bauer both had su~cess. ful singles wins before winning
their doubles match, 8-1. Senior
Kerrie Kramer played another.
· solid singles match, taking the
team's fifth singles vi~tory at 6-2,
6-3.
· Senior Beth Abraham and junior Maggie Nafziger teamed up for
an 8-5 victory to complete the
doubles sweep.
The team then had a more difficuit challenge against A-10 opponent George Washington ·University.
The ~earn attempted to end the
Last night at the Cintas CenColonials'
six-game winning
ter, the XU men's basketball team .
streak,
but
fell
short, losing 4-2 to~
held its annual awards banquet,
GW.
celebrating a record-setting sea~
After XU took the doubles point
son in the teain's first year under
with
the teams of Bauer and Clary
head coach Thad Matta.
and
juniors
Lindsay Dressman and
· Junior All-American David
Katy
Wiles,
both winning 8-6, the
West, a two-time Atlantic 10
women's
team
played highly comPlayer-of-the-Year, was honored
petitiv~
sin.gies
matches, losing
as the team's top free-throw
four out of five.
shooter (.768) and rebound!!r
Clary played another success(9.8 rpg).
.
.
ful
singles match; winning XU's
· Xavier's senior class also
only
singles point, downing her
gained several honors on this
·
opponent
6-2, 6-1.
night. Forward Kevin Frey
On Monday, the women's team
earned the Connie Brown "Most
moved
to 12-6 with a·4-3 victory
Inspirational Player" Award as
over
Butler
.. With another sweep
well as the Musketeer Award, ·
in
doubles,
'the.
team needed oniy
given annually to the team leader
· three .singles victories to win.
in charges taken.
Clary, Weightman'and Senich did
Fifth-year guard Alvin Brown
just
that.
and walk-on forward James
Clary
won 6-2, 6-0 while
Baronas were co-recipients of
the Lew Hirt Society Coaches'
Award.
The entire Musketeer team
was named as. the Defensive
Player-of-the-Year as XU
achieved its lowest defensive.
Wednesday, April 1O
scoring average (62.6 ppg) since
the 1950-51 season. It also held
•Women's Tennis vs.
opponents to the lowest "field
Louisville
goal percentage (.400) since the
1961-62 season.
•Baseball
Cincinnati
Sophomore Romain Sato reat 3.p.m.
ceived the Gordon Nead "Most·'
ImproYed Player" Award while
Friday, April 12
junior point guard Lionel
Chalmers won the Team Assist
•Women's Golf at Eastern
Leader Award with a career~high ·,
Ken~ucky Colonel Classic
134.
As a team, XU (26-6) won a
•Men's Tennis at A-1 o
school-record sixth straight 20Champienships in
win season and tied for the sec- .
(Pittsburgh)
and-highest win total in school .
history.·

·Men's basketball
awards banquet

vs.

.

.

Weightman was a winnel'. · 6-1, 6.~3 .
Senich went to three sets before
taking out her opponent 6-0 in th~
·final set.
.
The team will finish the week at
Louisville on Wednesday and will
-bebackhometoplayDaytononFriday.
The men's team suffered their
fourth and· fifth losses of the seasran ·
to Butler and George WashiQgton.
Sophomore Ryan Potts. was the ·
Muskies' sole winner against But.!er, continuing his singles success
with a close match decided by a tiebreaker.
.
Senior·Aaron°Bauer played·a-·"
tough two~set match, losing 6-4 in
the third set. In doubles, freshman
Matt Thinnes and junior Br_ent .
Lehring played their opponents
tightly before succumbing, 9-7. The men's match against George ·
Washington was narrowly decided
.by singles play. The Colonials.edged
past Xavier, 4-3. :i~·
Senior Rob Bakker, Thinnes and ·.·
Potts all won their singles matches.
Bakker took his match_ to three sets
after bouncing back from a 5-7 first
set loss.He went on to win 6-4, 6-0
in the final two sets. Bakker and
Triplett also came out with the
doubles; 8-4.
The team is now 14-6 and will
play Wright State before the A-10
Championships this weekend.

..

~

.

PHOTO COURTESY OF SID

Fre~hman Lauren.Clary was _undefeated this week in singles and
doubles during both of_ XU's matches this week: Clary has been
nearly unbeatable in XU's top singles slot.this.season and has
teamed with classmate Stephanie Bauer to form a strong No. 1
doubles team.

"!.'.
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On Tap

.•
:

.

Sunday, April J 4

•Men's Tennis at A-1 o
Championships

•Men's Tennis at A-1 O
Championships

.•Women's Golf at Eastern
Kentucky Colonel Classic

•Baseball vs. La Salle
.at noon

•Baseball vs. La Salle
at (lOOn. (DH)

.

N

SaturdaY, April .13

•TrackatMiami (Ohio)
Invitational

...
.

Home baseball games take
place at Hayden Field.
Home tennis matches take
place at Xavier tennis courts.
Home games are in bold
.. ,'

,.

GAME
'

of the
WEEK
BASEBALL VS.

.. CINCINNATI

Wednesday, April 1O
at3 p.m.
at Hayden Field
The baseball version of the
Crosstown. Shootout takes
place today at the friendly
confines of Hayden Field. ~U
has been playing ve.ry well
lately after getting off to a
sluggish start and has climbed
over .500 in recent weeks. The
Muskies will be ·looking to
avenge a 15-12 loss to the·
'Cats
this .season
. : ' earlier
:· " . . ....
.. . . .
~

'
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Muskies' win streak snapped
XU improves to 7-J in conference after splitting- in Olean
BY STEVE METZGER
Sports Writer

The baseball team came into the
week with a four-game winning
streak and a perfect 6-0 record in the
A-10, but after extending the win
streak to five after a win over Ohio,
XU suffered its first conference loss
to St. Bonaventure.
"
The Muskies did recover from the
10-2 loss in the doubleheader's first
game to rout the Boonies 9-2 in the
second game.

XAVIER 10, OHIO 8
Xavier extended its winning
streak to five games Wednesday in
Athens, Ohio. The rolling 14-12
Musketeers - undefeated in conference~ outlasted the 8-12 Bobcats in a game that saw a combined
32 hits.
Junior Adam Jahnsen picked up
the win and improved to a team bes_t
6-2 overall going two innings and
allowing four hits and striking out
one. In all, Xavier used six pitchers,
all who performed admirably, combining for just two walks and giving
up eight earned runs in comparison
to the Bobcat pitchers who surrendered 10 earned runs.
The Musketeers were able to
string together a lot of hits for runs
including one by junior catcher
Matt Tedford who ripped a double.
in the fourth, driving in two runs.
Freshman Kevin Cunningham
earned his fourth save pitching 1 11
3 innings of scoreless ball.

ST. BONAVENTURE 10, XU 2
The Xavier juggernaut rolled into
New York looking to continue its
dominance of the A-10 and came
. away with a split against St.
Bonaventure in a .series hampered
by inclement weather.
· The Muskies scored one in the
second when freshman Brett Smith
drove in junior Mark Andres from
second with a single.
Jahnsen took that lead five innings but could. not hold it. as the
Bonnies scored four in the fifth and
six in the sixth. He left the ga!Ile
· having given up seven runs, four of
which were earned, and was credited
with the loss.

XU 9, ST. BONAVENTURE 2
In the second game, the Musketeers regained some of their offensive swagger. They scored two
in the first, three in the third, two
in the fourth and two more in the
seventh to·provide starter junior
Jarret Sues adequate support to
get the job done.
·
Sues went the distance for the
second time this season and improved his record to 5-2.
The ..final .game of the .three"
game series against the Bonnies
was canceled Monday on account of the weath'er.
The Musketeers left New York
with a record of 16-13 and now
own a 7-1 conference mark, placing them second in the A- lO's
West Division, 1.5 games behind
Richmond.
XU returns to Hayden Field to- .
day to take on the Bearcats of
Cincinnati at 3 p.m.

ROOKIE-OF-THE-WEEK
Smith earned his first Rookieof-the-Week honor after tallying
four RBI during the Muskies'
doubleheader at St. Bonaventure
on Sunday, collecting two hits
and scoring a run with three RBI .
in the Musketeers' 10-2 win in the
nightcap.
He' went s: for-17 on the week ·
(.471) with seven runs batted in
and four runs scored. Smith has a
nine-game hitting streak.

P-$-WERSC-$-RE

LSAT Course Comparison
Total Course Hours
Total Lecture I Discussion Hours
Total In-Class Timed and
Proctored· Practice LSATs

PowerScore Ka Ian Princeton Revi
80
25
40
64
16
24

i!

4

3

4

Minimum Instructor LSAT Percentile

991h

90lh

90lh

Hours per Week of LSAT Hotline
Manned by Instructors

25

0

0

Personal Set of Every
Real LSAT Question?

Yes

No

No

$1095

$1099

$999

Course Cost

It's a simple equation:
More Hours +'Better Instructors+ Better Materials +Better Support= Higher Scores

. (8()()) 545 - 1 75()
We also offer 16-hour Weekend Courses and LSAT tutoring.
Call us today for more information!
.

.

.

-

l

PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.POWERSCORE.COM
< '

l

I

I
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'

~

I

I
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Freshman shortstop Brett Smith, a two-time Cincinnati· area
Player-of-the-Year, was named Atlantic 1ORookie-of-the-Week
after picking up· three RBI.in leading the·Muskies·to a 10-2 win
over SBU. For the week, Smith batted .471 (8-17) and owns a
nine-game hitting streak.
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Check Us Out II
8'::~?Jt'.••••
=~;01l)ll08 ~.homecltylce.com .. =~:Oi,liJBS

Great Job Opportunities! I
Hiring Students Part· Time NOW and Full-Time During· Summer
&Breaics

1:1mJa.

Flexible

GREAT

&

/!A:f.11

We offer 10-40+ hours/week
Route Dellvery & Packaging Positions

$6.50 - $12.00/ Hour
Two Great Locations Just Minutes from
·Campus/I·

Forest Park
513-851-4040

· Wilder-N.KY
.859-441-1700

We Also Have Facllltles Throiighout the.Regional Area
~\Cwrton

800,87•.0880

Deb'ott,MI
817.955.909-4

~OHI00.937.0011

·~~=~~~~

-\lptngllold
800.283.5511

Lu:lngton, KYB00.933.3575

~l•vltlo,

KYB00.689.7303 PIU.burgh, PAB00.283.4423

·C.ntr.l IMlnolti ArH .

FlW.qM,IN
800.822.6568
w..iVtrgln..
800.545.«23

800.642.891M

T-OH
800.899.8070

No Experience Necessary. Train during school and work during
summer & breaks. We offer Schedule Flexibil/ty.
Schedule an Interview A.S.A.P. Bring a Friend!
Route Delivery - A great rewardingjob opportu~ity'for motivated·individuals. This
commission based position offers high earning potential for responsible individuals not
intimidated by hard work and physical lifting. No selling involved, just servicing our
established customer routes. We offer Full/ PT p~itions wilh flexible hours. Experience not
necessary, will train. COL license not required but helpful. A good driving record is required.
Must comply with company grooming I unifonn Policies. We also require weekend
· availability and dependable transportation.
:

Pocko&lag ·This position is hourly bnsed for resp0nsible, dependable individuals with
flexibility in scheduling of hours. We offer Full/ PT positions available on three, eight hour
daily shifts. Priority given to 'r1and3rd shift applicants. No experience necessary, will train.
position requires lifting. keeping up with automate~ machinery nnd dependable transportation.

Visit Our Website

for Additional Job lnfonnaUon II

www.homecityice.com

.,:·: .'.• ·<;'}\·;:,;\f;!:1>:~t''.>~?'1,":
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Join in the Wellness Team's znd annual 10 .Days of Wel.ln.ess
Students·, staff and faculty ar~ invited to :choose·
one activity each day between April 16..:25.
Participate for 10 days and receive a (new and improved)

••

XAVlER.

Xavier Wellness T-shirt

WELLNEss··.
ff; .

1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.

1.
2;
3.
1.
2...
3.

1.
2.
3;

,~

1.
2.
.3;.;
4.

...:.;...::

1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.

.

It's a great_ way to feel well this spring!

Tuesday April 16 - Day 1
4.
Use the steps instead of the elevator
Take.a stroll through the Gallagher Center
Drink 8 glasses of water
5.
Volunteer to help someone
Skip dessert
6.
Read a brochure from the Health & Counseling Center
Wednesday April 17 - Day 2
Come to the International Student Services (Japan) Coffee Hour at 3:30 in the faces of the World Lounge
Sign up to do community service - call Xavier Action (4343) for ideas.
Call or e-mail a friend you haven't spoken with in a while.
Request to get the Weekly Wellness Tips at wellness@xu.edu
Thursday Aprif 18 - Day 3
Find out what life is like for students doing Service Learning in Nepal and Over-the-Rhine. Noon-1:00 2"d FL. Gallagher
Quit smoking for a day. Call Victoria at x3599 for helpful tips.
-sright F~L".
Take a 30 minute walk around campus - invite a friend to go along.
[;'..
...,..,"'
Friday April 19 - Dciy 4
Don't drink alcohol today
4.
Clean a di-awer
Journal for 10 minutes
5.
Greet a stranger
Jog for 30 minutes
6.
Browse the libi"ary
.
Saturday April 20 - Day 5
Balance your checkbook or pay more than the minimum amount on your charges
See the Players' ~Mid-Winter Nights Tale"@ 8pm in th_e Gallagher theotre
c::::.
Study, read or walkan extra 30 minutes today
.
4
Sllloke Free
·
Sunday April 21 - D~y 6 ·
Pray
4.
. Attend to something you have been procrastinating
Listen to classical music for 30 minutes
5.
Look through a dictionary and learn a new word
See" Mid-Winter Nights Tale"@ 2pm in the theatre
'6.
Read the entire A-section of the newspaper
Monday April 22 - Day 7
5.
Attend CommUNITY Dialogue@ 6pm, 10th fl Schott
Attend a lunchtime Mass at Bellarmine Chapel
Take a five or ten minute walk after lunch
6.
,,;. Schedule lunch with a colleague/friend
'·' .J~articipate-in Spring-Break-Away.;.,\ '"'" .... · > , · · ., · .,i · 7.- ·•:11fi::Visit the Cohen art gallery
Attend the financial seminar by Salomon Smith Barney, 9-10:30am.:~dgecliff Recital Hall
Tuesday April 23 - Day 8
Swim 10 laps@ O'Connor Sports Center
· 4.
."Surf" the XU web _site & learn something new
Schedule a dental exam ·
5.
Meditate for 5 minutes
Read a good book instead of watching television
6.
Choose to have sala9 for dinner
Wednesday April 24 ;.; Day 9
· Update your resume, call Career Services for assistance at 745:-3141
·
List 5 qualities you value most about your personality
Start reading a book on the "best sellers" list
Thursday April 25 - Day 10
Come to the Gallagher Center Welcome desk to pick up your t-shirt betWeen-11 :00 and:2·:00

.

Friday April 26

WEAR YOUR T-SHIRT to show your pride in Xavier Wellness

Are papers weighing you down?

·THE WRITING CENTER can help you lighten the load.
.

Location:
Phone:
Internet:
Hours:

Alter B-12 (Basement)
745-2875
www.xu.edu/writing_center
Mon.-Thurs. 9:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
Fri. 9:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Suri. 1-9p.m.
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Music series
The.St. John's Music Series wel- ·
comes back fohn Wright, Gavriel
Dobner and friends. . This recital
explores the words ·of A. E.
Housman, Walt Whitman and
Martin Luther King Jr. set to music by such .. compo.st::rs ~s .
Vaughan Williams anci Adolphus
Hailstork. Handel Arias and Negro Spirituals round out the program. The feature will be a world
premeire of the song cycle "Eight
Poems by Walt Whitman," written
expressly for John Wesley Wright
by Dayton area composer Dr. Phil
·Magnuson.
The recital will be onApril 13
at 8 p.m. in the St.· Johri 's lJnitarian Church. Tickets are $12. To
order tickets or for more information, call 961-1938.

Wesley Snipes {right) dominates.the competition yet again in "Blade 2:'
BY JIMMY DILLON

daughter, Nyssa, played by Leonor cases of"StarWars" and ''The GodVarela (CBS's "Cleopatra") and father" (not that "Blade'; or'"Bla:cfo
Blade is back! Wesley Snipes R~inhardt played by Ron Perlman · 2" iS in either of their leagues!);
("U.S. Marshals") returns as the · C'Enemy at the Gates"). Nyssa, a however, "Blade 2" is in many ways
half human, half vampire known well· trained .and reasonable. vam- better than tht:: first Blade, as a charas Blade, in the sequel to the 1998 pire (if that's possible), becomes a acter, seems to loosen up and there
action hit. Blade'scharactercomes match for Blade, as they help one aresomehumorousscenesbetween
from Marvel Comi~s, where he was another throughout the movie, to him and the vampires with whom
created by cartoon universe master end Nomak~s growing army of he teams up. If you happened to be
Stan Lee (creator also of "The X- Reapers.
·
a fan of "Blade" the comic book
Men" comic book series),. ~ho
The first mission takes the series or even read Marvel Comic
also executively produced the newly-assembled team to a regular books as a kid (or college student),
"Syncopation," part of ETC's movie. Blade's main objective: . vampire hide-out, which masks it- this movie will definitely appeal. ·
Premiere Series by Allan Knee, will kill every moving undead crea- self as an old, broken-down ware- to you. Chances are you bought a
be closing on.April 14. The play is ture in sight. His moves put Buffy house. The inside, however, is ac- ticket for "Blade 2" to see exploda romantic drama with a dance and the rest of those high school tually more like a night club than ing vampires, fantastic stunts and a
theme about keeping in step with geeks to shame. In his newest anything else. The vampires are meaningless plot. "Blade 2" deli~
Jove. The play features Phillip adventure, Blade is forced to team ... dancing, Jisteriing to. electronic ... ers.that with excellence.
Another interesting aspect of the
Hoffman and Beth Harris and is di- up with the vampires he would music and having a good time.
rected by Michael Haney. Perfor- normally hunt, to fight a new Without the occasional vampire movie was the relationship, or lack
mances are at 8 p.m. Wednesdays creature which threatens the ex- munching on an innocent human thereof, between Nyssa, the attracthrough Saturdays. Matinees are istence of both vampires and hu- victim, there 'was no real difference tive female vampire, and Blade.
mans.
to any normal club scene. The team Most cheesy action movies include
at 2 p.m. on April 13 and 14.
Somewhere in Eastern Europe, was searching in the club for the the hero getting the girl and some
Tickets are $25 for students and
· · 'o · · · · '
· ·Reapers,· and ·sort· of•love Telationship between
are available at the ETC box of- a dark and
without much the two. That does nqt happen in
fice. Call421-3555 for more infor- dangerous
threat arises. A
effort, find a "Blade 2," surprisingly. Nyssa and
mation.
new breed of
whole slew of Blade seemto have a mutual inner
vampire
them.
The strength, but you won't catch these
emerges
match-up of two smooching on camera. Noway,
The Contemporary•. Arts .whic~ has·the
t.he vip'npires .therearejusttoomanyniutantvamthirst for not
and
Blade pires to kill! The. director should
Center's Happy Hour celebration
only humans
against the be commended for this.
takes you away from th.e usual·· ·but··_ ... t.h·. er
. ,.
.. ·
.
··
.·
0
Reapers ts an
"Blade 2" is an action-packed .
venue to Lightborne, Inc. on 14th·
night-stalkers.
i n t ere s ti n g movie that has loose plot ends gaStreet on April 19, from 6 p.m. to
"· ·
·
The dit~dy
one, as they lore. The story, mindless as it is,
9 p.m. ·
·:
.
.
·
fi d
R
11
The staffofLightborne wiil pro- · · Il}Utanfyam7 .
· · m the eap- is actua y really fun. The action
··
pi re, . Jared
.
_ . '·
ers are not so ·scenes throughout the m.ovie are
duce a thematic video installation.:
Nomak, played by Luke Goss, • easy to kill as first thought.
fantastic. There is even a token pro
·
. .
on the 52x40 .sound stage_, The
Director Guillermo del Toro wrestling move (for all you Rock
('"IWo Days and Nine Lives, huh?"),
theme. remains a .surprise.· It w.ill .
combine the work o'r all video has.begun irifec"ting both vampires . ('.'Miinic")' collaborate with ·pro- arid Hulk Hogan fans). It's surpfis~
editOrs; graphic designers and and humans with the new "Reaper" ducers Petet Frankfurt ("Boys"), ing this wasn't a summer movie
virus that is spreading at exponen- Patrick Palmer ("Highlanders") and because it could have blown up in
animators from Lightborne.
Snipes to create a new vampire- the box office. Not everyone is a
tial rates.
This impending menace is whipping sequel to the original fan of the bloodsucking, vampfre
enough to cause the vampires to "Blade." "Blade 2" is dark, some- slaying theme, but keep your mind
ask Blade for his help in an effort times gory and pretty simple. open about the soundtrack, which
to stop the new breed of killers .. The Snipes's perforinarice is not stellar is a solid mix of techno rap. Nevermaster and grandpa vampire, and his script· is chock full of one. theless, it has a comic book and vioMaria Hajjar is performing her
Damaskinos, is played by Tho- liners, thanks to writer David Goyer Jenee appeal that will reach out to
senior recital on Saturda1, April 13
mas Kretchmann ("U-571 ") who ("Dark City"). Blade usually talks most males.
at the Edgecliff Recital Hall. She
asks Blade to assist a team of so low and rough throughout the
will perform several pieces on the
vampires, originally assembled to movie you have to believe he's a
piano including a Rachmaninoff
kill Blade, to now find and exter- bad ass.
Prelude. The recital wiil feature
Sequels are almost never better
minate the new threat. The vama violinist and the Vocal Chamber
pire group is led by Damaskinos's than the original with the.arguable
Ensemble. The recital will start
at 7:30 ~.m.
Contributing Writer

ETC update

CAC update

Senior recital

The Know Theatre
.Tribe
·The play ''True West" by Sam
Shepard will be performed by The
Know Theatre Tribe.. Performances
are on April 11-13, 18-20 and 2527, all at 8 p.m. Student tickets
are $10. For more information, call
871~1429.

O New Releases O
The following discs are due for release on or before April 9 ...

Thursday, April .11

:Morro

· · ·.·

·

Saturday, April. 13
Biukerama ·
@ East End Cafe

98 Mute, After the Fall (Epitaph) ... Heather B., Eternal Affairs (SAi)
... Jello Biafra, Big Ka-Boom Part 1 (Alternative Tentacles) ... Guy Davis,
Give in Kind (Red House) ... Goo Goo Dolls, Gutterflower (Warner Bros.)
... Gravediggaz, Nightmare in A Minor (BMG) ... Meat Puppets, Live

. @Top Cats

Friday,· April· 12

Tuesd<,iy, April. 16

From Maxwell's (DCN)

The Stapleton's
@ Barrel House Brewing
· Company ·

Sound 1iibe Sector 9
@Bogart's

... all dates are tentative.
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This was meant to be·ajoke, right?
1

SORORITY BOYS1 HAS COME TO THEATERS TO BORE AND OFFEND THE MASSES ••• AND FREDDIE PRINCE, JR. ISN'T EVEN' IN IT

BY DAVID GILMORE
Contributing Writer ·

"Animal House," "Revenge of
the Nerds," and "Road Trip;" these
are college movies we have come
to enjoy, celebrate and, in some
cases, tried to emulate. Rest assured
you will neither enjoy, celebrate
nor emulate "Sorority Boys." .Starring relative newcomers Barry
Watson, Michael Rosenbaum and
comedic staple Harland Williams
-("Half Baked," "Dumb and
Dumber"),· "Sorority Boys'! is the
story of three excommunicated fraternity brothers-who try to make
their way back into their beloved
frat house by
passing
as
members of a
sorority.
D a v e
(Watson),
A d a m
(Rosenbaum)
,. and Doofer
(Williams) are
booted out of
their house after:their brothers discover a
scandal is· afoot
when money for their end-of-year
blowout turns up missing. This is
where the real hilarity begins. An
elaborate scam develops as t.he partied-out frat boys begin to pose as
. members of the Delta Omicron
Gamma sorority. The catch to this

situation is they have been harass-. of what they look like or
ing the less popular DOGs (note the what fraternity they belong
subtleness) for the last four plus to, all the actual movie boils
years of college. Now the boys must down to is a dull IOve story
cope with· all the problems of be- coated with toilet humor.
ing an average college girl, while Dave's pursuit of Leah is as
trying not to be discovered by the predictable and corny as the
· other DOGs, and at the same time., rest of the movie, featuring
find enough evidence that will al- the obligatory shower
low them back into their frat. The scene that is sure to offend
transition of the three studs into anyone if they hadn't alcross-dressing coeds does come off ready been until that point
rather humorous. Adam, or in the film .. The DOGs are
· "Adina,"· ends up looking-like a· .relentlessly showcased as
Jennifer Anis ton on the first sea-. being laughably unsoson of "Friends"gone horribly ciable, the KOK fraternity
wrong, while Dave, or "Daisy," be- the boys are trying to get
comes con- back into is as stereotypisumed with cal as any jock fraternity
chasing after and the popular girls' frathe president ternity, Tri Pi, is typified by
Nothing but trouble: The cross-dressers have arrived in H~llywood.
of the DOGs, comments like, ·~omigod!
Leah (Mel- You totally look so thin!"
i. s s a As the story unfolds, you are really ments with hedonism and mischief, ing over the actors' heads for a solid
Sagemiller). not sure who you are supposed to and you have yourself the basis of . four minutes. For a major studio
a cl~ssic college movie. "Sorority like Touchstone to release a film
Doofer, who feel sorry for.
This film gives an in-depth Boys," however, does not get much with such an error is unheard of,
becomes
known
as look at the Greek life· that is further than this idea of a basic R- and gives further evidence .that this
movie is really just a big joke.
"Roberta," · somewhat foreign to us. at Xavier. rated flick.
If
it's
college
toilet
humor
you
're
helps
the If there is .one thing "".riters Joe
DOG outcasts · Jarvis and Greg Coolidge do well, looking for, your best bet is to stay
to come out it is stayng true to the classic por- home from this one and catch the
of their shells and have a good time. trayal of fraternities that has been "Revenge of the Nerds" marathon
· The boys come to find through prevalent throughout the history of or spend an evening on
being ridiculed that their past treat- the R-rated college movie. There CollegeHumor.com. "Sorority
ment of the DOGs was unfounded. is the token jock fraternity, the so- Boys" is so laughable that at one
While the idea ·behind this film is· rority the jock fraternity. parties . point, you can actually see the
·to show we can be so shallow and · with, and the classic house of nerds- boom microphone (used by film
reject others immediately because turned-heroes. Mix these key ele- makers to record dialogue) hang-

'The secret life of children's television
1

DEATH TO SMOOCHY' MAY BE A LITTLE UNBELIEVABLE AT TIMES, BUT THE _STRONG ACTORS KEEP THIS FILM AFLOAT

BY MELISSA MOSKO

eros. "Smoochy" performs in the
dark corners of drug rehab faciliRobin Williams. 'Edward ties and. children's hospitals, and
Norton. Danny DeVito. These just happends to be exactly what
three Hollywood greats combined the network needs - a performer
their comedic and dramatic prow- surrounded by a veil of innocence
ess to cr~ate "Death to Smoochy," and ethics.
a dark comedy about the secret
Smoochy takes over Randolph's
world of children's television. ·
life - the premier time slot, the
·Williams plays Rainbow network penthouse, smooth-talk·Randolph, the star of the highest- · ing agent (played by DeVito) and·
rated children's show in television. the interest of the network's seEnergetic singing and dancing dur- nior programming executive,
ing taping turn into drinking and Nora (played by Catherine
bribery after.hours. Randolph is Keener), who also happens to be
caught by the Feds receiving Randolph's ex-girlfriend.
money from parents in return for a
Sheldon's innocence soon
fades as he respotlight role .
for their chilalizes
the
d r e n .
dark world of
children's teleRandolph is
immediately
vision, marred
ostracized by
by violence,
children's telegreed and corvision and parruption. He
ents everyholds on faith. where.
fully to his
motto, "You
Executives,
tired of contro~an't change
the world, but
versy
surrounding their performers, begin a you can make a dent." He almost
· diligent search for a squeaky clean loses his oppor~un.ity to make 'a
·character .to Jill. Randolph'$ tirµe de1't .in the wor,Jd "".llen-.tne .QIJW
· slot. Their eyes and checkbooks homeless. Randolph sets out to
fall upon Sheldon Mopes, played take revenge upon .. Smoochy.
by Norton, a plush, fuchia rhinocThe rest of the film is driven by
News Features Writer ·

revenge
and
greed on the part
of both Randolph
and the network.
Sheld.on Mopes
takes the biggest
test of his life, to
remain true to his
morals and ethics
when drowning
· in a world of immorality and violence.
The movie
strikes a familiar
chord with anyone who ever
wondered what
Barney did on his.
PHOTO COURTESY OF WARNER BROTHERS
day off. 1\velve
hours in a big Smoochy {Edward Norton) basks in the unconditional love of his adoring fans.
purple suit with
screaming kids
.
hanging all over youprobably isn't of the movie, ·and the addition of Nortons takes on the task of remainthe epitome of an enjoyable day at Randolph as the unrelenting .ex- ing a stron~, sincere character while
boyfriend creates some extraordi- being: plotted against.· DeVit~ diswork.
While the dark comedic plot . nary situational and circumstantial plays the c.unning · world of
of violence, reve·nge a:nd comedy.
.children's television well, embrac.The script displays well the tal- ing the deceit anci violence of the
c.hildren's network mafi? creates
a twisted and, at time$, far- ents of each. actor; flipping from profession. ·
fetched plot, the interplay be- comedy to drama in split seconds. " · · Casting a dark shadow over all
tween the, three main ch~racters, The progression. of . Randolph those shows you loved as a child; it
Williams, Norton .and DeV,'itq,, fmm one of the .~(!st~lov~d .~ctors ma~~s,you wo.nd~~ wi1ether B~rt
keeps you laughing. The attrac- in the nation to a drunken home- ·and Emfo actually got aiong and if
tion and sexual .tension between less mail displays William's well- Mr. Rogers' "train rides" weren't
Sheldon and Nora adds to.. the plot known diversity as a performer. some hallucinogenic mirage.
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Everybody loves a walk in. the park
A VERY EASY, AND CHEAP, sAruRDAY COULD BE SPENT IN OUR WONDERFUL EDEN PARK AND ART MUSEUM

PHOTO COURTESY OF CINCINNATI PARK BOARD

Both Krohn Observatory and the fountain are wonderful ways to spend your spring days.
BY BILL SLUZEWSKI
Contributing Writer
It's that time of year again. The.
birds have started their 5 a.m.
chirping frenzy; the trees are all
in bloom and Physical Plant is
digging and planting. Yep, it's
spring. So for all you psu~do romantics, we at Diversions have
whipped up a romantic way to
spend Saturday.
What could be better for exercise and romance than a walk or
blanket picnic in beautiful Eden
Park? Located just a couple miles
down Victory Parkway, it's a comfortable mix. of inside and outside
fun. The Mirror Lake's lawn and
the park's 186.3 acres provide
plenty of room to lounge, picnic,

sun and offer several spectacular
views of the Ohio River. There are
no set trails through the park, but
one can easily find a well-worked
path through the wooded areas.
Along these paths are many hidden treasures, memorials, statues,
stone bridges and a point of architectural interest known as the
water tower.
The park also includes the
Krohn Conservatory. Arguably the
best-kept romantic secret of
Xavier's biology department, the
Krohn is packed with dozens of
species of both common and exotic plants. Exhibits.include a simu~
lated rainforest, a sub-tropical
area, a palm plantation and a
desert room which includes both

bonsai and orchid displays. In addition, you can get in to see the
spring flower show, an annual event
that always renders some fragrant,
creative and beautiful displays. Admission to. the Krohn is free, but
donations are welcome ..
Located on the other side of the
park is the Cincinnati Art Museum.
Right now, the museum is featuring several exhibitions including
photography from Maureen France,
an exhibit entitled "Innocent Bystander: Street Photography," and
a special section d.evoted to American watercolor artists. Several more
exhibits await- the. curious ..mind.
Best of all, a walk-through of the
entire museum on Saturday and
Sunday is free.

N

Kittenz. and Thee Glitz
(Capitol)

An essential house album
From the opening of Kittenz and
Thee Glitz, there is the obvious presence of the same elements that
drove house music in the '80s: dry
synthesizer sounds, hard-hitting,
four-to-the-floor bass drums and filten~d vocals. Felix also manages
to filter out the kitsch of the '80s.
Although the songs are of a sophisticated nature that is usually
related to the '80s, there are elements on the album that stem from
the 1950s, as well. If you are famil-

Y 0
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So after all that walking, you're over at the Thompson Pavilion, also
going to be pretty hungry, assum- near the Art Museum, to catch the
ing that picnic idea didn't work out. latest play from Playhouse in the
Luckily, Eden Park is located right Park. This month the company feaby Mt. Adams, hot spot for food, tures an award-winning production
music and nightlife. The best bet from the Adirondack Theater Festifor a hearty meal at a good price is . val entitled "Barbara Blue's
the Rookwood Pottery, located just ·Kitchen." Tickets are a little pricey,
outside of the park near the Art starting at $35 a piece, but it is a
Museum. The Rookwood was con- fantastic show for the money.
verted from an early 20th century
For more information on Playpottery kiln, which makes for an house in the Park,. check out
interesting and cozy atmosphere. www.cincyplay.com and look up
The menu ranges from one of www.cincinnatiartmuseum.org for
Cincinnati's best 1/2 lb. burgers to details on the Art Museum. ·
an array of four-star specialties. It's
safe to say.you can get away with a
meal for two for under $35.
To cap off the night, you don't
even have to leave the park. Stop

a

E A R

iar with the electronic escapades
into music of the past, then you may
associate the style of Felix to th.e
work of Raymond Scott, Charles
Dodge and Steve Reich.
If there is one thing that should
be understood before commenting
on the album, it is that this is a concept album describing a metropolitan lifestyle of"glitz and glamour."
It is a lifestyle that can only be described over a rolling bassline and
a very floor-friendly beat, both of
which Felix provides quite nicely.
The concept album includes
several vocalists, including Miss
Kittin. She is the most memorable
of the voices because of her presence on the two singles that accompanied the release of the album:
"Madame Hollywood" and "Silver
Screen Shower Scene."
A few of the songs on the album
("Analog City," "Seque12Sub,"
"Magic Fly" and "She Lives")
have a cinematic feel to them.
These songs tell a story, but not
in the traditional sense. These
songs do not include words, but
instead qpt for creating a
soundscape to tell the story. The
previously mentioned "Magic Fly"
is a remake of the track from Space,

which Felix manages to update
very well.
The strongest of all the songs
is - without a doubt - the song
"Runaway Dreamer." Just as Felix
can tell a story without the use of
words in an amazing way, he
proves he can also tell a story in
the traditional way. The lyrics to ·
"Runaway Dreamer" essentially
sum-up the whole of the album by
telling the story of a young girl
that grew up too soon and ran into
trouble. The amazing thing about
this track is that there· is ilo per~
cussion at all. Felix .verifies he is
not just another nameless and
faceless dance-floor friendly producer, but rather an established
artist with a bright career. If you
still aren't convinced, Rolling
Stone named Felix as "one of the
ten artists you need to know" and
Muzik magazine ·(established in
the dance music community)
named Kittenz and Thee Glitz as
the number one album of last year.
This is an essential album of

2001.
-Tim Fair,
Contributing Writer
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Dylan wen~ rock and ro!J, Much to , first example, but who could say
After a wild rise to fame and a a harmonica tearing through a
the dismay c)f, many of his.old faris, ,,'. less fruthful? . -> conq-uerfog of the hearts and minds melody with competitive precision.
he .had'-left for trails that would - , ·The songs continue on. Trac}\s . of a generation, Bob Dy lari to_ok Many. other tracks like "Peggy Day"
- chapge everyone's idea of lyrics like "I Want You," "Just Like a time away froin the crazy world or "One More Night" are swinging
' and music,. .
_ Woman/' "StuckJnside Mobile he created. The_ inuch ne_eded and bouncing songs as well. The
- · - Enter Blonde on Blonde. Re~ __ With the Memphis Blues Again," break came around the same time piano chops here, then hops there,
lea~ed _in 1966, it-was his third elec- "Leopard- Skin Pillbox Hat'', "4th · a near fatal motorcycle cr~sh_ per- · then rolls .into another ch9rd as the
tric album.At a crucial stage i_n his Time Around" and many others haps shed· riew light on _life's electric guitar slips up and ~round
career where his writing was furi- - are awesome as well. This album : meaning. Everitually, he seemed the air to highlight each verse. It's
-- ems, .sparkling_ with- images and is essential ~o ari avid collector of a much differerit man than the one -like a jug band, -an old time jug
fresh with new ideas, Dylan created cfassic rock,- folk, blues or Ameri~ that threw rock and roll for a ride band, just there to iay-down some
a mysterious, brilliant arid "mercu- can tradition_. Truly, Dylan left just a few years earlier. So, after sweet tunes, danceable 'beats and
riai" masterpiece.' .
_
behind a .study in innovation and folk/roots album·s like ."John fun times. Really, many of thc;:se
- · 81ande -on Blonde
.
_
Track
3
is
quintessential.
"Vi~
freedom
with this album.
Wesley Harding,;' Dylan continued songs evoke a smile on the face
1966 ,
~ Jonathan Bachmeyer, his evolution in the country genre . of the avid, unwitting listener for
sions _of Johanna" is a lazy stomp
Contributing Writer this time. It is close to folk, but still their simple honesty. It is' hard to
through fantastic, almostromantic,
- - images of cities, streets, and back - far from it.
deny the catchy sound on this aliooms. His effort to describe such
On Nashville Skyline in 1969, bUm.
· Bob D~lari d~es~~t n~ed-Illu~h - thi~gs \Vith flashing words comes
Dylan works with a band (drums,
Also important fo note here is
bass, lead and all), but he is try- Dylan has changed his voice. No
introduction: Perhaps aliitle back- . t<;fafin~ point of mastery here: "The
grmmd would help, though; He.first ghostofelectricity _ho_wls in the ing to authenticate_ a country, not longer here is that hi-gh-pitched
made his name as the :KingofFolk ·bon,es of her face!/Where these vi~
_·r0<;:.1~, soupd. Tl}e title ought to_ - nas11.I s9und, bµt_a 111uch more sai~
music from 1961th~ough·1964. In. sions of Johanna have _now.taken
inake this obvious enough, iny, Illi~ky, resonate_ tone that is
just three years,_ he produced my place ..• "What is a ghost of ·
.- though it becomes totally. appar- pleasing to the ear. Take for exent when listening tq .it. Track one, ample the best known song off
irideliable .classic -.albums lik'e electricity? I don't know, but it
_Fre_ewheelin' Bob Dylan, The Times makes sense. These,hazy emotions
-"Girl From. The North Country," .this_ album, "Lay Lady; Lay." his
They Are A~Chatigin' and ~nother and crystal images cohere when, for
is a .cover from one of Dylan's voice is deep, seductive and
Side. From this batch of workcame syntactic sake; they· should not.
· · earlier songs and also. ·a duet with smooth. The mood is tamer, rich
ari incredible amount of excellent This is why I have not finishe~ lik~
cou~try legend Johnriy Cash. It is arid fuller than his earlier fingersongs. It was,, in fact, enoughto seal~ ing this album f~rfive ye~rs.
a solitary march whose words ·pointing or cynical songs. It is a·
•· his place in_ history as one of the "Rainy.Day Worileri #12 and ~5;, is
beg: "If you're travelin' to ,the major shift, though not a surprise
north country fair,/please say when considering Dylan's range.
most influential wfiters this century. stuffed full of hilarious and
But, he was, of course, not finished. - impassably' perfect lines· as well:
hello to one who lives there" in The perfect blend- of smooth attiNashville Skyline
reference to a. former love. A sol~ tude, fun boogie woogie anci that
Dylan felt trapped in the folk "They"ll stone y9u when yo1,1're tjg~nre, aft~r a while. He: was la~ ing to be so.good,/they'll stone you
._ 1969
_emn beginning to a wide range of unmistakable mourn fol country
erriotion~lly charged songs.
sound makes this album another
beled too often, pigeon-holed, just like they said they would
confined. His. interests· were ac- ... They'll. stone you then they'll
The next track is a sweet in- quality pick for anyone's collectually far broader than folk. His first . say 'good luck' .. .I would not feel.
strumental country l;>oogie with ti on.
band was a rock band, after all._ So so- all alone,/everybody must get
_interchaD:ging guitars, a piano and
- Jonathan Bachmeyer,·
in th~s period, late 1964 to· 1967, stoned!" Far more simple than the
Contributing Writer

Blood on the Tracks
1974

The early '70s spelled harsh
criticism for Bob Dylan and many
thought he was slipping into obscurity. Certainiy, his impaCt on the
world had diminished, but what few
people saw. was the conscious
choice by Dylan that spurred it.' Just
as he left rock for country, he continued his journey from country to
a distinctly Bob Dylan sound.
Always the journeyman, he
spent more time exploring roots
ipusic cif all varieties and transforming such inspiration into his own
· original stuff. Granted; if was a bit
of a creative funk, but there are still
- some gems, to be found on the al-bums released from 1970-74. Plus,
his life.had become much tamer as
a family man, s'o the transition from
wild genius to t_aine father was part
of the situation.
··
Amidst all the criticism came
"Blood On The Tracks" in 1974.
It marked his triumphant.return
- to relevance in the hearts arid
minds of the country: -The songs
are.woven with sadness about life's
difficulty, but are also a deciaration
of the right tO love through it all. In
"Buckets· of Rain;" he speaks of
such things: "Life is sad, life is a

bust, I All you can do is do what
- you must:/ Do.what ya mtistdo;
.and do it welL I I'll do it for you, _- honey baby can't ya tell?'l
There is an ache in his voice
that everyone can relate to, no
· matterwhe~e you co~e from ..
Of course, the most famous
track is the_ first, "Ta~gled -Up
-_ In Blue," an extended poem
about love that's subject to the
strains of time and distance. The
final line sums up the years passing without fulfillment of
love's dream: "We always did
feel the same, we just saw. it
from a different point of
view." It is a story that will not
have a happy ending. Instead
it is much closer to .the real
course of life - disappointment, disaster, and the human
endurance through it.
The next two tracks "Simple
1\vistofFate"and."You're aBig
Girl Now" are similar, if not superior, in their expression and
hont:sty. There is ari immensity
· of feeling there which is almost overwhelming, and the
music iCs put to is as expres- _
sive as the words. Both songs
are incredible;
Track 4 is called. "Idiot
Wind;" yet another tale of·
heartbreak, but with prqfound
incitefulness into the emotions
involved;
Virtually every track on this
album is classic, though, and
there is -too -m_uch ,to mention
_ here. There are only 10, but this
album has ~n earful of meaning
and gciod music.

·

- Jonathan Bach_meyer,
_ Contributing Writer
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April 10
· Summer is fast :approaching.
With so little time left before the
ByDan Arbezn'ikToplaceaniteninthecalenc:fa.r, caJl 924~8417 orrrail tOML2129 ...
weather invites you to bare yo\µ"
bods, I thou~t I would giv~ you a
.
.
turf in the month of May when
little motivation: David Hasselhoff
facing a left handed pitcher.
... the original king of comedy/
.
.
badboy of daytime/singer
April13
extraordinaire/my idol:
David's ·endless pursuit of
. What a flexible actor.. Who else .
April 11.·
physical fitness should be present
could pull off roles a·s Mitch
With ·it being Barbershop ·
with you at all times. Want to be
Buchannan in "Baywatch" while
like him? Well, David didn;t get. Quartet Day and all, is it any .
at the same time playing a certain
wonder that the St. Vincent
those cheese grater abs by in· Mitch Buchannan in "Baywa~ch .
DePaul society is sponsoring a
dulging too much in. coffee and
Nights?" I assure you, a lesser .
doughnuts. Keep this in mind . concert on the residential mall ·
.·actor would be confused;
when you go to the International
from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m.? Hopefully
. ·Di.d you know that it ts autism ·
Coffee Hour today from 3:30 p.m.
they can enlistthe services of my
month.~. def ... def ... defulltely au~
to 4:30 p.m. in the Romero Center.
manhere: After all, his ~lbum.
tismmonth. Yea. It's also National
With shows like "Knight Rider"
Lookingfor Gold did go tripie,.·
Poetl)'. Month. I don't want.to
and "Baywatch Nights" under his
platinum in Europe. All I can say
seem unappreciative, but now you
belt, there's no question that Mr.
is "Wow.".
can actually see your P.oetry.. Go
Hasselhoffhas become somewhat ·
Contrary to popular belief,
to
Columbus with the iugby team
. Part Fonzi; Part Mitch
watching "Knight Rider" rerims, ·
of a cultural phenomenon. Which
today for the Ohio Classic and see ·
Buchannan Fused into ~ne
reminds me, if you want to talk . will not earn you a paycheck. Go
a little thing I like to call poetry in
man, he doesn't do drllgs. Instead,
to the Spring Employment Fair at
motion.
·
·
about Campus Cultures, you
the 'Tas. B.efor~ you get your ·· (for all the stalkers out there), he will
should go to the. Conaton Board
MariaHajjar.·Needlsaymore?be watchirig the women's golf team
hopes up.though, know.that you
Room today from 1p.m. to 2:45 p.m.
OK, apparantly I must. Her huge
compete at the Eastern Kentucky
have to be a trained professional
In.Albers 107todayat7:30p.m.,
blowout recital has arrived. Get to ·
Colonel Classic.
Susan Gertz is talking about
equipped to handle the most
the Long Recital Hall by 7:30 p~m.
"Abortion as a risk factorTor breast
stressfull of situations in order
. . If you want to go out on a good
cancer." Now I'm no scien,tist here,
to work atBaywafcl1. ... that.... or ..
. . date, you c.ould go see the Cine.in~ ..
be' just totally hot; Mitch
but.I've got to think maybe they'll
nati Symphony Orchestra which
April-12
be having a talk about "Abortion
Buch~nnan was both-of co~se.·
performs today at 8 p.ni. If you
as a risk factor to the unborn ·
First there was Woodstock .~.
wanted an even better date' (and
Are you dead? Well, if you're
child." ·
then, Lolla'palooza · .. . then a'
by better I mean cheaper) you
ilot, you can come to the Life Party
couple of busts .... and now the
And here's a little stat.for you.
on the "X" today from 2_ p.m. to 3
could go to the Jabbel"Work Talent
philosophy departnient is proud
At the Cintas Center Board Room
Show at 8 p.in. in the Armory.
p.m. At foast you'll have something
today at 7:30 p.m. there will be a
to bring you Thomas/est '02: Re-.
in common with everyone else.
.
When you get back, all seniors
talk about "Episodes ofUrban Vioturn to the City of God. Go to
can head to the· Conatan Board
Now I won't promise anything
Kelley Auditorium today at 7:30
lence between Catholic Minority
for sure, but if you're not partied
Room on the secon0 floor of
arid Protestant Majority Ameri9a · ·p.m. Rumor has it that Dr. Rethy
out from the "X," rumor has it that
Schmidt Hall from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m
will be hosting the Rousseau
from 1834-1854." It kinda reminds
for a wine tasting. Tickets are $5
Mr. Hasselhoff and Joey Lawrence
Rave the fcillowjngweekend.
me of how Pat Tabler would bat
.are operiing for Molly Steshko. tofor everyone but Clare. You can
.500 in the month of May, while
Of course, David won't be at
dayat 7 p.m. in the Long Recital Hall.
go to an event like this sometime ·
playing on weekriights on astrothis event. Like any model GerWhoa!
around 2006.

·SATURDAY

THURSDAY

HelpW~nted
Summer day camp located
north of Cincinnati is hiring counselors. All necessary-training provided, great hours, excellent pay
and fun slimmer experience. Call
Amandaat(513)772-5888ext.204.
Mortgage telemarketers: top
pay in area, located in Blue Ash,
$20-26/hr, Monday-Thtirsday, 5-9
p.m., casual dress, bonuses avail-.
·able. caI1618-6457.
· Wanted: summer baby-sittermust be patient, caring and energetic. You'll need experience with
children and references, M-F 8:30
a.m-12:30p.m. Starting mid-June.
In the Kenwood area, must have
reliable transportation. Call Wendy
Bader, 621-6665, 9 a.m-5 p.m.

SAC is sponsoring a
. Reggaefesttodayfiom6p.m. to 10
p.m. at the Village Gazebo. This
just goes to prove my theory that
SACloves David Hasselhoff. · ·

· . SClNDAY
·April 14
Today is National Library Day. ·
Everyone visit that long forgotten ·
building on ca:mpull. · .
. .
(JIObal relations were Michael
and Dev(ln Knight's ptimary concerns. when they.fought crime together on ''Knight Rider.~' Now
you too \:an .learn about .these
things by attending the Earth Religion Society lechire today at 7:30
p.m. in the 'Tas;

MONDAY
. ·April 15 ·
One week ago, the flag football
tournament was. canceled. My
rage has still not. beeri quenched.
·To make matters worse, I have to
. figul-e outby toclay iflwant to with-·
draw from any of my classes. I .
guess I could just drop another
course. You know, lOts of people
graduate in seven years.
Homework for adults. It's Tax
Day. Everyone gets a.research assignment on this special occasion.
Let's just hope the IRS doesn't
decide to offer you extra credit.

TUESDAY·
April 16
Even the Wellness Community
. is getting in the spirit of David today. They are sponsoring "10
Days· of Wellness" beginning today. ,Hopefully, this will be enough

.to .hp:ilet.Etol::a::aneth:mianly
physique seen before your eyes.
··qff.:street par.king, laundry, ·secured building .entry doors, Wtr. ·
Pcf & also giving away free DVD
player at move in. $800-$900/
month. Call Laura 731-2800 or 6154091.

To place a classified ad call Emily at 745-35.61

For Rent
3 BR/2 'bath less than one mile·
from XU. Central air, D/W, free laundry off-.street parking. Call
Paulat739-7874.
Awesome 5 BR house less
than one mile from XU, newly remodeled throughout. Living and
dining rooms, large kitchen, DI
W, front porch, rear deck, offst~et parking, free laundry.
Available June I. $1,200/month.
Call Paul at 739-7874.

large enough to share. These apartments are a must see and won't last
· 'long. For a·showing,'CaU'Iati at 253~·
7368 oi:' 388-9979:
For rent: 3 BR/2 bath. Spacious
3 BR hou~e,. walking distance to
campus and Kroger's. This property
features off-street parking, detached
garage, ceramic and hardwood
floors, large living room and dining
room and beautiful yard. For an appointment, contact Tim at 325-8610.
Only$1,150/month. _

Houses for rent. Newly renoCTI, a local healthcare service
vated 4, 5 and 7 BR houses located
company is looking for research
Fully furnished student houswithin walking distance on Spencer
associate. Must be available a miniing on Dana Avenue. Various
and Hudson Avenues. $280/persori;
mum of 20 hrs/week. Please con- . . . floor plans available for two or
tact Cindy Schulten at 598-9290 or
more people. Rates as low as
available June I. For details call 984you can email your resume to
$265/person.Pleaseca:ll532-5151.
8576.
csc?ulten@ctifacts.com.
•
For Rent: 2, 3, 4,. 5 & 6 BR.
XU Students: summer hous~s
Nanny wanted for older chilStunning luxury apartments,
available! 4 BR, $235/month, great
dren for activities and transportanewly renovated and close to. . .location near. campus, ~op two floors
tion for summer. Room, board and
campus. Set in majestic turn of
of house, WID, single rooms, full
car available. Montgomery area.
the century mansion, these . patio/porch, A/C. Owner. an XU
Fax resume to 791-1771 or email to
apartments feature: .finished
grad! Call 252-5731or794-1377 for
wood floors, ceramic tile, ceiling
co@fuse.net.
more information.
fan, laundry, AC, off-street park. . Great summer job. Childcare and · ing, security lighting, garbage
House forrent- 3618 Idlewild.
housekeeping in Hyde Park home!
disposals, dishwashers and new
3BR, completely renovated house.
Prefer education major & recent
appliances. If you are looking to
Five minute walk to campus. Living
model car. Call321-8196.
room, gining room, eat-in kitchen,
economize, the bedrooms are

2 BR on Cleneay before Montfull basement with washer and
gomery Rd. Three minute walkto
dryer. Sleeps four comfurtably..
Cintas Center and class. No need
New AC, great off-street parking~ · ·· for a·parking pass due to short
great landlords! $850/month. Call
walk to class. Plenty of private offDiane at 745-4266 or 351-4936.
street parking. Three newly renovated apts. with Ac, laundry,
clean, well-maintained bldg. $650/
Norwood 4 BR on second floor
month. Includes heat and wtr. Willof two-family house. 3804 Elsmere
ing to lease one ~pt to one person
Ave .. Stove and refridgerator ·inat discounted rate. Call Laura 731.eluded. Free laundry. Deck and AC.
2800or615-409 l. .
$900/month plus utilities. Available
June2002. ca:U 731-2131.
House for rent. Ten minute walk
to Xavier. 3906 Ivanh0e. 2BR/1 bath
Large 3 BR, DR, LR, den, new
-$580. 3-5BR/2bath-$1,000. 6kitchen and bath, balcony, ClA, Pl
8BR/3 bath- $1,500. Please call
W, free WID, off-street parking.
Timat745-0770.
· Two blocks from campus,_ 1 block
to Krogers. $930/month. Available
. Awesome 1 BR apt. Short walk
June/July/ or August. Call Pat at
396-7287..
to campus, furnished, utilities paid.
$495/nionth. ca:ll 241-4107.
Huge 3BR apt. in restored twofamily. Front porch, located on·
Need cash? Everybody's
·Cleneay before Montgo_mery
.
Records
in Pleasant Ridge pays
Road, three-:..m4iute walk to Cintas .
cash
for
CDs and LPs. Come
Center and· class, and lots of offb'rowse
our
wide selection of rock,
street parking. No, need for park-"
R&B,
rap,jazz,
blues and more.
ing pass due to short walk to class.
6106
Montgomery
Road.
Wtr pd; $975/month. Call Laura
731-2800 or615-4091.
Self-storage - :i~ hr. drive up.
Minutes
away. Clean. Affordable.
·Large 2 & 3 ·BR available. On
St.
Bernard
Self-Storage. 1020
Dana across from South lot and Jo~
KieleyPlace.
641-4772.
seph. Large enough for 3-4 people.

Miscellaneous

